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COMMISSION 
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
europeans 
and 
their holidays This  report  has  been  prepared at  the  request  of  the Directorate-General for 
Transport  (Tourism)  of  the  Commission  of  the European Communities. 
It  is  based  on  a  survey  car~ied out  on  a  representative  sample  of  the  adult 
population  (aged  15  or over)  of  the  twelve  Community  countries. 
An  identical set  of  questions,  about  twenty  in number,  was  put,  between  19 
March  and  25  April  1986,  to  1(,840  individuals who  were  interviewed 
pe~sonal1y,  in  their homes,  by  trained  interViewers  (about  1,000 respondents  in 
each  country,  except  Luxembourg,  where  there were  300,  and  the  United  Kingdom, 
where  there  were  1 ,300). 
The  fieldwork  fo~ this  survey,  organized in parallel with  Eurobarometer 25  was 
carried  out  by  specialist institutes.  A list of  these _institutes  and  the  text 
of  the  questionnaire,  in French  and  English,  are  attached  as  annexes. 
This  report  has  been  drawn  up  by  the  institute entrusted with  coordinating  the 
research  (Faits et  Opinions  in Paris).  As  is customary  with  research  of  this 
type,  the  Commission  of  the  European Communities  accepts  no  responsibility  for 
the  questions  put  or  the  coniments  conbiined in the· report.· 
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Dn'RODUCTION 
In most  Community  countries,  statistical surveys  are carried out  on  the 
pattern of  holidaymaking  among  the  population.  The  study  presented here  does 
not  cla.im  to  rival  the  data  from  these  national  surveys.  Its purpose is to 
afford  a  Community-wide  overview and  to  provide  a  basis  for  comparison of 
holidaymaking patterns  in  the  various Community  countries,  since  the  survey 
was  carried out  under strictly identical conditions in all twelve.  This  is 
the  first  time  that  such  a  comparative dossier has  been produced. 
The  data  gathered cover  the  whole  of  the  year 1985.  Holidaymakers  are  defined 
as  all people  who  went  away  on  a  holiday trip lasting at  least four  days  at 
any  time  during  the  year.  The  report  is set  out  in three  parts,  the  main 
points  of  which  are  summarized here. 
Part  One  seeks  to  determine  the  numbers  and  characteristics of  those  of  the 
overall adult population in Europe  who  go  away  on  holiday  and  those  who  do 
not. 
In  fact,  it is  more  correct  to  think  in  terms  of  four  groups:  two  groups  of 
people  who  do  not  go  away  on  holiday  (those who  habitually stay at home  and 
the  others)  and  two  groups  of  holidaymakers  (those  who  take  one  holiday  a  year 
and  those who  take more).  The  relative sizes of  these four  groups  vary 
considerably  from  one  country  to another,  according  to  levels of  income  and 
even more  according  to  socio-occupational status.  Finally,  the  influence of 
levels  of  income,  for instance,  varies  from  country to country. •. 
., 
Part  Two  concentrates exclusively  on  holidaymakers  and  seeks  to  describe  the 
details of  their 1985  holidays.  It contains  a  great  deal  of  factual data 
presented  in  a  manner  intended· to  be  helpful to  the reader particularly 
interested  in  a  given nationality,  type  of  holiday or group  of  holidaymakers 
(defined  by  socio-occupational status,  for  instance). 
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Two  main  points  emerge  from  this part  of  the  report:  . 
First,  the  holidays  of  those Europeans  who  do  go  away  conform  very much  to 
a  pattern,  whatever  their nationality,  level of  income,  age  or 
socio-occupational status,  and  irrespective of  whether  they  work  or are 
retired. 
While  there are  of  course differences,  all segments  of  the  population display 
fairly similar proportions  of  holidaymakers  going  away  in July  and  August, 
staying  by  the  seaside,  staying at hotels,  travelling by  car etc.  The  only 
really major differences  stem  from  the  fact  that  very  few  holidaymakers  from 
the  southern countries  go  abroad whereas  the  vast  majority  of  those  from  the 
northern countries cross  one  or more  national frontiers.  It can  thus  be  said 
that,  for  people  1i  ving  in  the ·community,  there is a  European holiday area and 
that,  within this  large area,  there  are  relatively uniform  patterns of 
holidaymaking  away  from  home  which  are  not  influenced to any·great  extent  by 
income  or  status~ 
Secondly,  almost  all the  holidaymakers  said that  they  were  satisfied or 
very  satisfied.with their holidays.  Here  again,  as will  be  seen in the 
detailed  analyses  in  the  body  of  the  report,  there are  some  interesting 
differences.  The  most  significant  aspect  of  these  differences,  in our eyes, 
lies  in  the  fact  that,  overall,  the  highest  satisfaction ratings were  given  by 
older people  and  people  from  the  most  modest  backgrounds,  in other words 
holidaymakers  belonging  to  segments  of  the  population in which  only  a .minority 
go  away  on  holiday.  At  the  same  time,  the  nationality which  gave  the  lowest 
ratings  are  the  Dutch,  whereas  the  proportion of  people  going  away  on  holiday 
is higher  in The  Netherlands  than  in  any  other country  in Europe.  It is 
tempting  to  draw  the  conclusion that  the  likelier it is  that going away  on 
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holiday  is considered  a  privilege,  the  higher  the  degree  of  satisfaction,  and, 
conversely,  the  more  commonplace  it is to  go  away  on  holiday,  the  lower  the 
degree  of  satisfaction.  This  means  that  there is probably  a  more  or less 
conscious expectation of  new  holiday formulas· among  the  most  experienced 
holidaymakers. 
Finally,  Part  Three bears  on  the  things that people  look for in a  holiday. 
All Europeans  are  once  again  included here,  whether or not  they  go  away  on 
holiday.  The  findings  point  to  a  strong interest in visiting marvels  of 
nature at  a  holiday  location,  a  wish  to  find unspoilt  countryside  and  a 
complete  change  of  scene,  and  a  concern  over  the  level of prices at holiday 
locations.  Exposure  to holiday literature seems  to  be  very widespread. 
The  main  value  of  this  final  part  of  the  report  lies in the  information  that 
it contains  on  travel between  the  various Member  States:  it is now  known  how 
many  Europeans  have  visited other Community  countries  in the  past,  where  they 
have  been,  and  which  countries are  considered most  attractive by  whom. 
Once  again  in  order  to  make  reading  a  large  volume  of  data as  easy  as 
possible,  the  analysis is presented  from  two  viewpoints  in turn: 
Each  nationality considered  as  a  pool  of potential tourists:  experience  to 
date  of  each  of  the  11  other Community  countries,  and  the  numbers  who  would 
like  to  visit or go  back  to each  of  them; 
Each  country  considered  as  a  destination:  the  numbers  who  have  already 
visited it, and  those  who  would  like to  do  so;  this  section is presented 
in the  form  of  a  "data sheet"  for each  country. 
Of  all the  information  gathered  on  these  aspects  in  the  survey,  the first 
point  of  interest is that  two-thirds of all people  in  the  Community  have  to 
date  visited at  least  one  Member  State other than their own.  When  countries 
are  considered  in pairs,  appreciable  imbalances  are often found  in travel 
.• 
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between  neighbours.  To  consider  some  examples  of  neighbouring countries  of 
similar size and  population: 
30%  of  Danes  have  been  to The  Netherlands,  18%  of  the  Dutch  have  visited 
Denmark; 
40%  of  the  French  have  been  to  Italy,  32%  of  Italians have  visited France; 
49%  of  Germans  have  been  to France,  39%  of  the  French  have  visited Germany. 
The  table  on  page  80  shows  all possible  permutations  of  travel between Member 
States. 
Looking  to  the  future,  almost  all Europeans  show  an  interest in visiting or 
revisiting  one  or  more  other countries  in  the  Community.  The  overall findings 
show  that  Greece  is considered  the  most  attractive country,  closely followed 
by  Spain,  France  and  Italy.  But  all nationalities  do  not  rank  countries  in 
the  same  order  from  th.is  polnt  of  view.  For  instance,  the  Irish and 
Portuguese  put  The  United Kingdom  in  second  place,  while  the  Portuguese  and 
Greeks  rate Germany  third. 
Of  course,  these  findings  are  not  to  be  looked upon  as  being  in the  nature of 
a  league  table.  The  various Member  States  do  not  all offer the  tourist  the 
same  attractions,  nor  do  they  all have  the  same  amount.  Geographical size, 
length  of  coastline  and  sunshine  are  .important  factors,  but  by  no  means  the 
only  ones.  The  remarkable  finding  is that all countries,  even  the  smallest 
ones,  find  favour with  a  proportion of  the  population. 
We  trust  that  the  data gathered  .in  th.is  survey will have helped  to cast light 
on  affinities  and  to  pinpoint  the  most  promising  sources  of  tourist custom for 
each  country  • 6 
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1.  THE· PJWPORTION  OF  THE  POPULATION  WHO  WENT  AWAY  ON  HOLIDAY  IN  1985 
Of  the  250  million adult  Europeans  (aged  15  or over),  it is estimated  that 
during  1985  some  140 million  (making  an average  of  56%  for  the  12  Community 
countries)  took  at  least  one  holiday away  from  home  lasting four  days  or more. 
The  proportion of  the  population who  went  away  on  holiday at  some  time  in 1985 
varies  considerably  from  one  Community  country  to another:  65%  in The 
Netherlands  and  64%  in Denmark,  but  only  31%  in Portugal and  39%  in Ireland. 
Thus,  there  is a  ratio of 1  to  2  between  the  extremes. 
NUMBERS  GOING  AWAY  ON  HOLIDAY  IN  1985,  BY  COUNTRY 
For  every  100  individuals 
aged  15  or over 
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Mention  should  be  made  here  of  the  interviewing method  used  to  obtain these 
results.  The  survey was  carried out  in  the  spring of  1986,  and  related  to  the 
whole  of  the  year  1985.  To  be  absolutely  sure  that  the  11,840 respondents 
would  be  able  to recollect what  they  had  done  throughout  1985  accurately  and 
completely,  the  .interviewers  began  by  showing  them  a  calendar displaying  the 
12  months  of  the  year  and  asking  them  whether  they went  away  on  a  holiday trip 
lasting at  least four  days,  and  if so. in which  month  or months.  It was  after 
this  thinking  time  had  been  allowed  that  the  following  question was  asked  (1): 
Question:  "So,  altogether you  made  how  many  holiday trips,  each  lasting 
four  days or more  in  1985?" 
None 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four or more 
No  answer 
Total 
All 12  countries  (2) 
43% 
37 
12 
4 
3 
1 
100 
56%  made 
at least 
one  trip 
It will be  noted  that  of  the  56%  who  did go  away  on  holiday  in 1985,  a  third 
(19%  of  the  total population)  did  so more  than once.  We  shall return to this 
subject  in due  course. 
(1)  This  interview  technique  kept  omissions  to a  minimum,  and  this  accounts 
for  the· fact  that  this  survey  found  slightly higher percentages  of  people 
who  had  been  away  on  holiday  than  those  appearing  in national  surveys 
published elsewhere. 
(2) All the  figures  shown  in this  report  under  the  heading  "All 12  countries" 
are weighted,  the  replies  from each  country having  been weighted  in  the 
European  total according to the  size of its population as  a  proportion of 
the  Community  population. 
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There  are without  doubt  many  factors  which  can influence  the  proportion of  the 
population in each  country going  away  on  holiday  (for at least  four  days): 
the  local climate,  population density,  distance  from  the  sea,  the  quality of 
housing,  and  of  course  the  standard of  living.  The  economic  factor is the 
first that  we  shall consider here. 
Our  chosen  indicator is  the  1985  gross domestic  product  per head  of  population 
based  on  parity of  purchasing  power  (1).  In the  graph  on  page  10,  each 
country's position is shown  on  the X-axis  according  to its GDP  per head  of 
population and  on  the Y-axis  according  to  the  percentage  of  the  population who 
holidayed  away  from  home  in  1985.  The  general pattern,  as  the  graph confirms, 
is for  the  proportion of  people  going  on  holiday  to rise in line with  the 
gross  domestic  product  (2).  However  in  some  countries  the  proportion is 
higher  than would  be  suggested  by  this  economic  indicator alone;  these  are 
The  Netherlands,  The  United Kingdom,  Italy,  Denmark  and  Greece.  Conversely, 
there  are  other countries  where  the  proportion is  lower  than might  have  been 
expected if the  economic  indicator were  the  only  influential factor;  these 
are Portugal,  Ireland,  Spain,  Luxembourg  and  above  all Belgium. 
The  most  surprising case  is .Belgium,  a  country which  is  not  only  in northern 
Europe  but  also enjoys  a  high  standard of  living,  and  yet  the  percentage  of 
the  population going  away  on  holiday  in 1985  was  among  the  lowest  in the 
Community. 
----------
(1)  Source:  Eurostat. 
(2)  The  correlation coefficient  is 0.  77. % who  went  on 
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RF.ASONS  GIVEN  BY  THOSE  WHO  DID  NOT  CO  AWAY  IN  1985 
Jii;,;.:;;xiruately  110  •nillion adult  Europeans  did not  go  away  on holiday  during 
1985,  and  the  main  reason  given  for  this  (by  44%  of  those  who  stayed at home) 
.,.,as  the  economic  one.  But  about  a  fifth of  those  who  did  not  go  away  (22%) 
said  that  they  preferred  to stay  at  home.  Others  mentioned  reasons  c.onnected 
wH.h  work  (16%)  or family  reasons  arising exceptionally in  1985:  poor health, 
moving  house  or  some  chance  circumstance. 
Worry  about  terrorists,  i.e. insecurity,  was  apparently  a  negligible  factor  in 
the  decision not  to  go  away  on holiday;  barely  one 
gave  this  reason  for  staying at home  in 1985. 
respondent  in  a  hundred 
Q!.;;,;st::~on:  (Put  to  those  who  had  not  gone  away  on holiday)  "Why  d.l.dn't  yo::-:·:~. 
go  away  in 1985?"  (The  interviewer  showed  the  list of  possible 
answers) 
You  preferred  to  stay at  home 
Y'ou  were  not  able  to get  away  from  work 
You  couldn't  afford it 
Special  reasons  (your health,  moving  house, 
fernily  reasons  etc.) 
Ucl:"ry  <1bnut  safety,  lec·rorists etc. 
t~·t her  reasons 
Of  100 people who  did 
not go away  in 1985 
22 
16 
44 
22 
1 
6 
4 
(1) 
i>.,nmad.-,  Belgium  and  Italy are  the  countries  where  the  largest proportions  of 
those  who  dtd not  g0  a~oray  sa:!.d  that  they  preferred  to stay at  home,  Portuga1., 
L<>lancl  and  Gre.t:>ce  those  :.~here  lac.~  of  finance  was  menttoned  most  often  (ce?. 
c;thl.:!  ,.,verleaf  gi vtng ·a cuuntry-hy-country  breakdowG  of  the  answ~rs to  th:b 
(!) MuLlple  <.~ns·weu;  bdn8  ::he  total  tt.)  more  than  100. REASONS  FOR  NOT  GOING  AWAY  ON  HOLIDAY 
QUESTION  (Put  to  those  who  did  not  go  away  in 1985): 
Why  didn't  you  go  away  in  1985? 
(a)  You  preferred  to stay at  home 
(b)  You  were  riot  able  to get  away  from  work 
(c)  You  couldn't  afford it 
(d)  Special  reasons  (your health,  moving  house,  family  reasons etc.) 
(e)  Worry  about  safety,  terrorists etc. 
(f)  Other  reasons 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)  TOTAL 
BELGIQUE  32%  7%  40%  14%  *  4%  (1) 
DANMARK  38  8  23  16  *  16  (1) 
DEUTSCHLAND  27  12  41  29  1  3  (1) 
ELLAS  12  24  55  35  *  (1) 
ESPANA  14  22  50  15  *  9  (1) 
FRANCE  22  23  44  25  1  2  (1) 
IRELAND  14  10  61  10  1  6  (l) 
IT  ALIA  30  22  31  21  2  2  (1) 
LUXEMBOURG  23  16  20  31  *  10  (1) 
NEDERLAND  22  9  32  27  1  14  (1) 
PORTUGAL  12  19  67  14  1  2  (1) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  14  .6  50  21  1  16  (1) 
EC  12  22  16  44  22  1  6  (1) 
N.B.  All  the  percentages  are  calculated on  the  basis  of  100  people  from  each 
country  who  did not  go  away  on  holiday  in 1985. 
(*)  Less  than 0.5%. 
(1)  With  some  respondents  giving  more  than one  answer,  the  total for  each 
country generally exceeds  100. 
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3.  CLOSER  ARALYSIS  OF  THOSE  WHO  DID  AND  THOSE  WHO  DID  ROT  GO  AWAY  OR  HOLIDAY 
Let  us  now  try  to  look  beyond  the  details briefly presented above  of  the  split 
between  those  who  went  away  on  holiday in 1985  and  those  who  did not,  which 
provided  the  basis  for  an estimate  of  the  relative sizes of  the  two  groups. 
All  those  who  stayed at  home  during  1985  were  asked what  they had  done  in  1984 
and  what  they  intended  or expected  to do  in  1986  {1). 
As  already stated,  those  who  did go  away  in 1985  were  asked whether  they did 
so  once  or more  often. 
With  these  data it is possible  to divide  the  European  population into four 
groups,  giving a  finer analysis  of  the  situation. 
Two  groups of those who  did not go away 
Those  who  did  not  go  away  in  1985  divide  into two  groups:  those  who  did not 
go  away  in 1984  either and  did not  intend to go  away  in· 1986  (we  refer to  them 
as  those  who  habitually  stay at home),  and  the  others,  those  who  had  been away 
in  1984_  and/  or intended  to go  away  in  1986. 
Of  the  adult  population  of  the  Community  as  a  whole,  half  of  those  who  did  not 
go  away  in 1985  fall  into the  category  of  those  who  habitually  stay at home, 
and  their number  can  be  estimated at about  53  million. 
---------------
(1)  The  questions  asked were  "And  the  previous year  (1984),  did you  go  away  on 
holiday at  least  once  for  four  days  or more?"  (Answers:  yes  26%,  no  74%) 
and  "And  during  the  next  12  months,  do  you  think you  will take  a  holiday 
trip of  at  least  four  days?"  {Answers:  yes  25%,  no  56%,  don't  know  19%). Two  groups of those who  clid go  away 
The  Europeans  who  went  away  on  holiday  during 1985  can also be  divided into 
two  groups:  those  who  did so  only  once  (the majority)  and  those who  did so 
more  often. 
To  summarize,  the  situation for  the  Community  as  a  whole  breaks  down  as 
follows: 
I  who  did not go  away  on  holiday iD 
1985,  of whoa:  habitually  stay at home 
others 
I  vbo went  away  on holiday in 1985, 
of whoa:  once 
more  than once 
All 12  Of 254 aillioa 
countries  adults 
21J  44% 
23 
37]  56% 
19 
100 
53,300,000 
58,400,000 
94,000,000 
48,300,000 
254,000,000 
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4.  NATIONAL  DIFFERENCES 
The  general hierarchy  of  the  12  Community  countries  shown  on  page  7  can now  be 
refined,  as  illustrated  in  the  diagram overleaf. 
As  this  diagram clearly  shows,  the  greatest  differences  from  one  country  to 
another  are  to be  found  in  the  two  extreme  groups:  those  who  habitually  stay 
at home  (16%  in The  Netherlands,  49%  in Portugal)  and  those  who  go  away  more 
than  once  (7%  in Portugal,  27%  in France). 
By  contrast,  those  who  stayed at home  in  1985  for  some  reason other than habit 
consistently represent  about  20%  to  25%  of  the  population,  whatever  the 
country.  This  probably  account~ for  the  trend  observed  over  the  years  towards 
a  levelling-off  in  the  numbers  taking holidays  away  from  home  in  those· 
countries  where  the  proportion  of  those  who  do  so  is already  very high. 
More  generally,  it can  be  seen  that  the  Community  comprises: 
Seven  countries  where  the  majority  of  the  population go  away  on  holiday, 
many  of  them  more  than  once,  while  the  group  of  those  who  habitually  stay at 
home  is  not  large  (less  than  25%);  these  are  The  Netherlands,  Denmark,  The 
United  Kingdom,  Germany,  France,  Luxembourg  and Italy; 
Five  countries  where  only  a  minority  go  away  on  holiday,  rarely more  than 
once,  and  where  the  majority  of  those  who  do  not  go  away  on  holiday habitually 
stay at home;  these  are  Greece,  Spain,  Belgium,  Ireland and  Portugal.  (See 
diagram overleaf.) 
Of  all Community  nationalities,  the  French  have  the  largest  group  of  people 
who  go  away  more  than  once  (27%),  something  which  is doubtless attributable  in 
large  measure  to their statutory  five  weeks  of holidays  • 
.  ··· Tp!;al  who 
~;~tayed  a.t 
}\q1Jie 
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DANE MARK  36 
UNITED  KJHGDDH  39 
DEUTSCHLAND 
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5.  THE  INFLUENCE  OF  SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC  VARIABLES 
The  numbers  going  away  on  holiday  are  influenced by  other  variables  as  well  as 
nationality:  age,  the  presence  of  children in  the  household,  the  type  of 
location  in which  people  live,  the  head  of  household's  occupation,  family 
income. 
Young  people  (aged  15  to  24)  are  far  from all having  gone  away  on  holiday  in 
1985  (only  62%),  while  47%  of  those  aged  50  or  over  went  away.  In fact,  the 
greatest  difference  between  age  groups  is  found  in the  proportion of  those  who 
habitually stay at  home,  which  is  small  among  the  youngest  and  rises  to  1  in  3 
among  the  oldest. 
The  presence  of  children in  the  household  is not  a  major  factor  influencing 
the  numbr~ rs  go-Ing  away  on  holiday,  except  that holidays  away  from  home  are 
less  common  among  large  families  (with  three· or more  children). 
Differences  of  behaviour are  found  according  to  the  type  of  locality and  the 
type  of  housing  in which  people  live;  these were  not  unexpected,  but  they  can 
now  be  quantified:  66%  of  people  living in  large  towns  went  away  on holiday 
in  1985;  45%  of  people  living  in villages  did  so.  (It should  be  noted  in 
passing  that  only  a  m.inority  of  village-dwellers  are  farmers.)  The 
proportions  of  people  going  away  on  holiday  are  slightly higher  among  those 
living  in  blocks  of  flats  than  among  those  living in houses,  but  the· 
differences  are  not  substantial. 
The  level of  family  income  has  a  greater  influence  on  holidaymaking  patterns 
than  any  of  the  vari.ables  mentioned  above:  75%  of  families  in  the  top  income 
group  went  away  in  1985,  compared  with  only  36%  in  the  bottom  group  (1). 
(See  the  table  on  page  19  for  a  detailed  breakdown.) 
(1)  All  respondents  l.n  European  s•1rvey~_;  answer  a  question  on  the  level of 
their  family  income;  they  are  then  classified in  four  groups  or quartiles 
according  to  whether,  in  relation  to  the  national  average  in  their country, 
they  belong  to  the  uppc r  quart He  (R  ++),  the  second  quartile  (R  +),  the  third 
quartile  (R  -)  or  the  fourth  quartile  (R --). 18 
Finally,  by  far  the  most  influential variable  is the  head  of household's 
occupation.  It reflects not  only both economic  and  cultural differences but 
occupational constraints as well.  In  1985,  85%  of  the  families  of  top 
managers  and  82%  of  those  of  members  of the  professions went  away  on holiday 
(and halt of  these  did  so more  than once),  whereas  only  25%  of  farmers' 
families  did so.  (See  diagram below.) 
STAYED  AT  HOME  IN  1985 
~  HABITUALLY  STAY  AT  HOME 
Total who 
stayed at 
home 
TOP.~AGERS  15 
PROFESSIONS  18 
CLERICAL  ~RKERS  29 
SMALL  TRADERS  44 
MANUAL  WORKERS  49 
RETIRED  PEOPLE  51 
OTHER  NON-EMPLOYED  PEOPLE  56 
FARMERS,  FISHERMEN  75 
WENT  AWAY  IN  1985 
Ia  ONCE 
MORE  THAN  ONCE 
Total who 
went  away 
85 
82 
71 
56 
51 
49 
44 
25 
• 19 
TBK  PATTERN  OF  HOLIDAYMAKING  IN  1985, 
by  segment  of the population 
STAYED  AT  HOME  IN  1985  WENT  AWAY  IN  1985 
TOTAL  who  I  Habitually  Others  Once  More  I  TOTAL  who 
stayed at  !  stay at  than  went  away 
home  .  hOIIe  once 
KC  12  44  21  23  37  19  56 
BY  AGE 
15-24  38  11  27  41  21  62 
25-39  38  14  24  41  21  62 
4~55  47  24  23  37  16  53 
55+  53  33  20  30  17  47 
BY  FAMILY  INCOME 
High  R++  25  7  18  43  32  75 
R+  40  15  25  39  21  60 
R- 51  27  24  37  12  49 
Low  R-- 64  41  23  27  9  36 
BY  HEAD  OF  HOUSEHOLD'S 
OCCDPAnON 
Top  managers  15  2  13  42  43  85 
Professions  18  4  14  39  43  82 
Clerical workers  29  8  21  44  27  71 
Small  traders  44  19  25  40  16  56 
Manual  workers  49  22  27  39  12  51 
Retired  people  51  31  20  31  18  49 
Other non-employed  people  56  33  23  30  14  44 
Farmers,  fishermen  75  51  24  20  5  25 
BY  NUMBER  OF  CHILDREN 
ONDER  15  IN  THE  HOUSEHOLD 
None  44  23  21  37  19  56 
One  44  18  26  38  18  56 
Two  40  15  25  41  19  60 
Three  or more  56  28  28  30  14  44 
BY  HOME  LOCALITY 
Large  town  34  15  19  42  24  66 
Small  town  41  18  23  38  21  59 
Village  55  30  25  32  13  45 
BY  TYPE  OF  HOUSING 
A flat  in 
a  large  block  34  12  22  39  27  66  .  a  medium-sized  block  35  15  20  44  21  65 
a  small  block  40  18  22  38  22  60 
Semi  or  terraced  house  47  22  25  37  16  53 
Detached  house  46  23  23  35  19  54 
Farm  or other house  in  62  41  21  29  9  38 
the  country 20 
The  table  on  page  19  illustrates the  influence  of  sociodemographic  variables  in 
the  Community  as  a  whole.  The  general pattern is repeated in all the countries, 
except  on  two  aspects,  the  influence of age  and  the  influence of  the  level of 
family  income  on  numbers  going  away  on  holiday,  which  both vary  a  great  deal 
from  one  country  to  another  (1). 
The  influence of qe, by  country 
In  some  countries  the  proportion of people  going  away  on  holiday varies very 
little according  to age.  This  is particularly true of The  United Kingdom  and 
Germany,  ~ere almost  as  high  a  proportion  of  those  aged  55  and  over as  of 
young  people  went  away  on  holiday  in 1985. 
By  contrast,  in other countries,  especially Greece,  Spain  and  Portugal,  the 
proportion of  those  in  the  upper age  group going  away  is very much  lower. 
These  are  the  countries where  there is the  greatest  likelihood of  an 
appreciable  increase in holidaymaking  away  from  home  over the years  ahead. 
The  graphs  on  page  21  show  the  proportions  for each  of  the  four  age  groups  (15 
to 24,  25  to 39,  40  to 54,  55  or over)  in  each  country. 
'fhe  influence of the level of fa.ily iuca.!,  by  country 
The  finding  that  a  much  higher proportion of people  in  the  upper income 
bracket  than of  those  from  low-income  families  went  away  on  holiday was  common 
to all the  countries.  This  was  only  to  be  expected,  but  the difference 
attributable  to  this factor  varies  very widely  from  country to country.  The 
ratio is 4:1  in Portugal and  Spain,  only 2:1  in Denmark,  The  Netherlands,  The 
United Kingdom,  Luxembourg  and  Italy.  The  graphs  on  page  22  show,  for each 
country,  the  proportion of  people  from  each  of  two  groups who  went  away  on 
holiday in 1985:  the  most  affluent  {upper  income  quartile R ++)  and  the  least 
affluent  (lower  income  quartile R --)  (1). 
{1)  The  spread in answers  from  each  country  according  to a  given variable 
(age,  level of  income  etc.) has  been calculated according  to Pearson's 
variation coefficient:  standard deviation divided  by  the  average  and 
multiplied  by  1000.  The  higher the  coefficient,  the greater the  influence  of 
the  variable  in the  country concerned. % of  each 
age  group 
80 
- 21  -
PROPORTIONS  OF  THE  VARIOUS  AGE  GROUPS  GOING  AWAY  ON  HOLIDAY, 
BY  COUNTRY 
In each  graph: 
1  - age  15  to 24 
2  - age  25  to  39 
3  - age  40  to  54 
74 
76 
73 
4  - age  55  or more 
70  67  69 
60 
53 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
r)  ii3 
Index  of  spread 
according  to  age 
70 
70 
64 
60 
s  1 
50  46 
40 
30 
20 
10 
6 
50 
1  2  3  4 
OK 
ISS 
64 
57 
38 
30 
63  63 
59  58 
I  2  3  4 
UK 
3  7 
58 
53 
40 
28 
60 
51 
66 
59 
2  3  4 
D 
55 
43  43 
7 
30 
65  66 
46 
54 
47 
2  3  4 
F 
136 
41 
39 
32 
41 
37 
30 
18 
1  2  3  4  I  2  3  4 .. 
Index  of  I  GR 
1  2  3  4 
E 
1  2  3  4 
B -
2 3 4 
IRL 
1  2  3  4 
p 
spread  ~ 
according 
to  age 
167  '291  261  180  127 
N.B.  The  index  presented here  is Pearson's  variation coefficient  (standard 
deviation  divided  by  the  national average  and  multiplied  by  1000). 
277 PROPORTIONS  OF  THE  VARIOUS  INCOME  GROUPS  GOING  AWAY  ON  HOLIDAY, 
BY  COUNTRY 
% of  each 
income  group 
80 
70 -
81 
7) 
60 - 58 
50 - 47 
40 -
30 -
20 
10 
2 3  4 
NL 
Index of  spread  200  according  to 
income 
80 . 
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70 . 
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so 
50 . 
40  40 -
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20 -
10 -
1  2  3  4 
I 
Index  of  spread  230 
according  to 
income 
.• 
81 
74 
56 
49 
1 2  3 4 
OK 
200 
67 
53 
40 
22 
2  3  4 
GR 
365 
84 
58 
55 
44 
1  2  3 4 
UK 
243 
72 
so 
38 
19 
1 2  3 4 
E 
430 
73 
66 
54 
36 
2 3  4 
D 
245 
61 
36  35 
21 
1  2  3  4 
B 
376 
84 
73 
49 
38 
2  3 4 
F 
301 
62 
42 
28 
24 
1  2  3  4 
IRL 
381 
N.B.  The  index presented here  is Pearson's variation coefficient  (standard 
deviation divided  by  the  national average  and  multiplied  by  1000). 
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In each  graph: 
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.. 6 •  THE  TIMING  OF  HOLIDAYS  AWAY  FllOH  HOME  (NO  DISTINCTION  BEtwEEN MAIN 
AIID  OTIIKR.  HOLIDAYS) 
23 
It goes  without  saying  that  the  main  holiday migrations  take place  in July  and 
August.  A detailed  study is made  later in  this  report  of  the  degree  to which 
holidays  are  concentrated at certain times  of  the  year,  according  to the  type 
of  holiday  and  the  type  of  holidaymaker.  But  it will  be  of interest at  this 
stage  to  see  what  proportion of the total adult population in Europe is away 
on  holiday  for at  least  four  days  in any  given month  of  the year.  This 
calculation includes  both  main  and  other holidays,  irrespective of  the  length 
of  stay away  from  home  beyond  four  days. 
Let  us  first  look  at  the  averages  for Europe  as  a  whole.  In July,  18%  of 
Europeans  (about  45  million  out  of  a  total  of  254  million)  go  away  on  holiday. 
The  figure  for August  is  23%  (about  58  million).  It drops  to only  8%  in June 
and  again  in September  (about  20  million  in each  of  these  months). 
The  graph  on  page  24  gives  the  figures  for each  month  of 1985  (European 
averages). 
The  figures  for  some  countries deviate  very  appreciably  from  the  average.  For 
instance,  38%  of  Danes  and  33%  of  the  Dutch  go  away  in July.  The  highest 
figures  for August  are  in Italy  (33%)  and  France  (29%). 
Turning  to  the  less  popular months,  13%  of  the  British go  away  in June  and  12% 
in September. 
In  the  winter months,  it is  the  French  who  go  away  in largest  numbers  (8%  in 
February  and  8%  in December). 
To  repeat,  these figures are percentages of the adult population in each 
country and  include all holiday trips lasting four days or more. % of  Europeans 
going  away 
35 
30 
zs 
. 10 
5 
I 
2 
Jan. 
TIMING  OF  HOLIDAYS  AWAY  FROM  HOME 
MAIN  AND  OTHER  HOLIDAYS  TOGETHER 
% of  the  total European  population 
going  away  for at least four days' 
holiday  in each month  of  the  year 
OK  38 
NL  33 
Country where  the  proportion going 
away  in a  given month  is markedly 
above  the  European  average 
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NL 
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PART  TWO 
DBSCRIPTION  OF  1985 HOLIDAYS 26 
'rhis  part  is concerned  only  with  those  people  who  took  holidays  away  from  home 
in 1985  (56%  of  all adult  Europeans,  a  total of  some  140 million).  A 
breakdown  by  nationality is given below. 
COmmtY 
ADULT  POPUlATION 
(AGED  15+) 
BELGIQUE 
DANMARK 
DEUTSCHLAND 
ELLAS 
ESPANA 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
I !ALIA 
LUXEMBOURG 
NEDERLAND 
PORTUGAL 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
7,924,000 
4,133,000 
51,466,000 
7.  715,000 
28,854,000 
42,851,000 
2,455,000 
44,438.000 
300,000 
11,400,000 
7,314,000 
45,207,000 
PROPOR.TIOB  TAnBG 
AT  LEAST  OIIE 
IIILIDAY  TRIP 
41% 
64% 
60% 
46% 
44% 
58% 
39% 
57% 
58% 
65% 
31% 
61% 
i.e. IIi l'OTAL 
(APPROX) 
3,200,000 
2,600,000 
30,800,000 
3,500,000 
12~700,000 
24.800.000 
900,000 
25,300,000 
200,000 
7,000,000 
2,200,000 
27,500,000 
140,700,000 27 
1 •  THE  GENERAL  PAT'l'ERR  OF  EUROPEAN  HOLIDA1KAKIBG 
'·, 
The  first point  to  note  is that  140 million Europeans  took at  least  one 
holiday  away  from  home  during  1985,  and  48  million of  these  took two  or more. 
All  the  respondents  in  the  survey  who  had  been  away  for at  least 4  day 
answered  a  series  of  questions  on  the  details  of  their holidays.  Those  who 
had  been  away  more. than once  were  asked  to  describe  their main  holiday first 
and  then  another holiday  trip made  during  the  same  year,  the  choice  being left 
to  them  (1). 
The  details  on  the  following  pages  are  divided  between  "main  holidays" 
(details given  by  all respondents  who  went  away  on  holiday,  whether  only  once 
or more  often)  and  "other holidays"  (details of  a  trip made  by  those  who  went 
away  more  than once). 
Major  differences  are  found  between main  holidays  and  other holidays  on  three 
points:  duration,  the  time  of  the  year,  and  the  type  of  holiday :destination. 
By  contrast,  all the  other data gathered  showed  strong  similarities between 
the  two  types  of  holiday:  they  were  taken by  family  groups  (three  or more 
people  together in  the  most  common  case);  they  were  taken  in  one  place  for 
the  most  part;  they  were  taken  in  the  respondents'  own  country  (in two-thirds 
of  cases);  and  the  car was  used  to  reach  the  destination  (in two-thirds  of 
cases). 
Finally,  the  level of  respondents'  satisfaction with  their holidays was  very 
high:  on  a  scale  of  1  to 10,  barely  10%  gave  a  rating  less  than six,  while 
over  40%  gave  nine  or ten,  indicating almost  complete  or complete 
sat  is  fact ion. 
Before  analysing  this  information in detail,  let  us  examine  the  replies  to  the 
questionnaire  (consolidated  table  of  results  from all twelve  countries). 
-----------------·--
(1)  We  thus  have  "case histories"  of  6,593  main  holidays  and  2,230 other 
holidays. 28 
OOIIPARATIVK  DETAILS  OP  IIAIR fi)LIDAD  ARD  O'DIBil  HOLIDAD 
~'It  started in which  month?" 
January,  February,  March 
April,  May 
June 
July 
Auguat 
September 
October,  November,  December 
Not  stated 
"How  many  days  away  from  home  in total?" 
Four  to nine days 
Ten  to nineteen  days 
Twenty  to  twenty-nine  days 
Thirty  days  or more 
Not  stated 
Awrage lengtb of holiday 
"How  many  people  were  you  on  this holiday 
(including children)?" 
One  person only 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five  of more 
Not  stated 
All  12  countries 
Main 
holiday 
% 
4 
8 
11 
28] 
34 
9 
6 
100 
24 
42 
19 
14 
1 
100 
62 
17  days 
11 
33 
16 
21 
18 
1 
100 
Other 
holiday 
% 
17 
20 
7  .. 
,:J 
11 
20 
4 
100 
62 
27 
4 
3 
4 
100 
21 
10  days 
16 
32 
13 
18 
18 
3 
100 "Where  did  you  go?" 
Inyour country 
In another country  in  the  EEC 
Somewhere  else in Europe 
Outside  Europe  (America,  Asia,  Africa etc.) 
Not  stated 
"Was  it 
In  the  countryside 
In  the  mountains 
In  a  town  or towns 
By  the  seaside 
Not  stated 
"Did  you  stay  in  one  place  or did you  go 
to several places?" 
Same  place 
Several places 
Not  stated 
"What  method  of  transport  did  you  use?" 
Car 
Train 
Plane 
Boat 
Bicycle/motorbike 
Other  (coach) 
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to more  than 100. 
29 
All  12  countries 
Main 
holiday 
% 
67 
20]  Total 
10  abroad 
3  . 33% 
100 
25 
23 
19 
52 
1 
(1) 
73 
26 
1 
100 
68 
14 
13 
5 
1 
10 
(1) 
Other 
holiday 
% 
72 
1:125% 
3 
100 
28 
24 
25 
29 
4 
(1) 
74 
22 
4 
100 
67 
14 
8 
4 
1 
11 
(1) "What  sort  of  accommodation  did you  stay  in?" 
Hotel/boarding  house/motel 
Rented  villa/bungalow/chalet etc. 
Own  weekend  home  or holiday cottage etc. 
Staying  with relations or friends 
Stayed  as  paying  guests  in private house 
Camping/caravaning 
Holiday  village 
Youth  hostel 
Boat/cruise 
Other 
"How  did  you  book  this holiday?" 
Through  a  travel agency  as  a  package  tour or 
organized trip 
Through  a  travel agency  for travel arrange-
ments  only 
Through  a  club or association you  belong  to 
By  yourself  or by  the  family  without  using  a 
travel agency 
Not  stated 
"If you  had  to  give  a  rating  fr0111  1  to 10  to 
indicate ~ow pleased you  were  with this holiday, 
what  number  would  you  say?" 
1  or 2 
3  or 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Not  stated 
Average  rating out of 10: 
(1) Multiple  answers  bring the  total to more  than 100. 
All 
Main 
holiday 
% 
32 
17 
7 
21 
5 
16 
2 
1 
1 
2 
(1) 
13 
4 
4 
75 
4 
100 
2 
2 
6 
5 
13 
23 
14 
27 
8 
100 
8.17 
12 
30 
countries 
Other 
holiday 
% 
28 
12 
7 
31 
4 
12 
1 
1 
1 
3 
(1) 
9 
4 
7 
76 
4 
100 
1 
2 
5 
6 
13 
20 
15 
26 
12 
100 
8.28 
~ 2.  THE  TIMING  OF  MAIN  AND  OTHER  HOLI'DAYS 
Having  just  given general  information  on  the  times  of year  at which 
holidaymakers  go  away  we  now  make  a  more  detailed examination  of  how  these 
times  vary  according  to  the  type  of  holiday  or holidaymaker. 
Main  holidays and other holidays 
. 31 
Main  holidays  prove  to  be  very heavily concentrated  on  the  months  of July and 
August:  the  start.ing  date  for  two  out  of  three European holidaymakers  is in 
either of  these  two  months.  About  a  tenth go  away  in June,  and  a  slightly 
smaller proportion  in  September •.  The  other  20%  or  so choose  one  of  the 
remaining eight  months  in  the· year;  January,  February  and  November  are  the 
slackest  months. 
Other holidays  are  much  more  evenly  spread  through  the year.  The  most  popular 
months  for  going  away  are April,  A1,1gust,  September  and  December,  but  there are 
still those  who  favour  other  times  of  the  year and  the  only  really  "dead" 
months  are January  and  November. 
In  other words,  the  predominant  pattern is for Europeans  to  take  their main 
holiday  (or their  one annual holiday)  in July and/or August.  Clearly,  various 
contributory  factors are at  work  to underpin  this pattern:  the  climate,  the 
'  '  •  I  • 
school  year,  the  dates  of  company  holidays,  and  perhaps also customary 
practice  in  the  ho~el industry. 
However,  other holidays  are more  ev~<:•tly  spread  throughout  the  year;  the 
numbers  of  people  taking  them are  smaller,  the  factors  prompting  them  to  take 
them  are  more  varied,  and  periods  spent  away  from  home  are  shorter. 
The  graph  overleaf  sho\~s  the  distribution  through  the year  of  the  starting 
times  of  main  holidays  and  other holidays  respectively. 40 
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The  curves  indicate  the  distribution through  the  year  of starting times  per 
100  people  holidaying  away  from  home. 33 
We  now  concentrate exclusively  on  the  timing  of  main  holidays  (1). 
Breakdown  by  nationality 
It is  in  the United  Kingdom,  Germany  and  Luxembourg  that holidays are 
staggered  to  the  greatest extent  (only  about  1  in 2  of  these  nationalities  go 
away  in July  or August).  By  contrast,  upwards  of  8  out  of  10  Italians and 
Belgians  leave  in July or August,  with  the Italians  showing  a  marked 
preference  for  August  (49%).  In Denmark,  there is massive  concentration on 
July  (52%). 
Breakdown  by  type  of holiday location 
Whether  holidays are  spent  at  locations  by  the  sea,  in the  mountains  or 
elsewhere  (towns,  countryside,  tours'),  departure  times  remain  heavily 
concentrated  on  the  months  of  July  and  August,  the  extreme  case  being holidays 
by  the  sea  (31%  in July,  37%  in August). 
Breakdown  by  destination 
The  concentration  of  starting dates  is at  its greatest  in  the  case  of  people 
who  spend  their holidays  in their  own  country;  it eases  slightly with those 
who  go  further afield,  to another Community  country  or elsewhere  in  Europe~ 
But  the  only  significantly greater spread is  found  in  the  case  of  main 
holidays  spent  outside Europe. 
The  figures  on  which  the  three  paragraphs  above  are based  are  shown  in  the 
table  on  page  34. 
Package  holidays 
Package  holidays are  also much  more  evenly  spre,ad  through  the  year  than 
holidays  that  people  organize  for  themselves.  It should  be  added  that most 
packages  are  for  holidays  abroad  (and  9%  are outside Europe).  Package 
holidays are  analysed  on  page  45. 
(1)  For  "other holidays",  the  table  on  page  35  provides  a  breakdown  of 
starting  times  according  to nationality,  for  those  countries  where  people 
in sufficient  numbers  take  more  than one  holiday. 34 
S'l'AR'1'DfC  TilliS OP  IIADt  HOLIDAYS 
QUBSTIOR:  In which  month  did your  main holiday start? 
11>11!11:  J  p  K  A  K  J  JY  A  s  0  II  D  !OTAL 
BY  RATIORALIT!' 
BELGIQUE  2  1  2  7  6  40  33  4  3  1  1  100 
DANMARK  1  3  1  4  ' 
14  52  11  4  3  1  100 
DEUTSCHLAND  1  1  2  5  8  14  26  26  10  5  2  100 
ELLAS  1  1  1  3  2  14  33  32  6  3  1  3  100 
ESPANA  1  1  3  2  7  26  43  9  4  2  2  100 
FRANCE  1  4  1  3  4  8  26  39  8  2  2  2  100 
IRELAND  1  1  2  3  4  14  26  32  9  4  2  2  100 
ITALIA  1  1  1  1  2  s  29  49  7  1  1  2  100 
LUXEMBOURG  1  6  2  2  6  15  19  30  12  2  3  2  100 
NEDERLAND  1  3  2  2  5  13  44  16  7  4  1  2  100 
PORTUGAL  1  t  1  1  1  7  24  48  14  1  1  100 
UNITED  KINGDOM  1  1  3  4  10  15  23  24  11  4  3  1  100 
BC  12  1  1  2  3  s  11  28  34  9  3  1  2  100 
BY  TYPB  OP 
LOCA.TIOR 
SEASIDE  1  1  2  5  11  31  37  7  3  1  1  100 
MOUNTAINS  2  4  2  4  4  9  26  32  10  3  1  3  100 
OTHER  1  1  3  4  8  10  24  29  11  4  2  3  100 
BY  DESTIIIATIOIJ 
OWN  COUNTRY  1  2  1  2  5  9  29  37  9  2  1  2  100 
OTHER  EC  COUNTRY  1  1  2  5  6  14  27  29  8  4  2  1  100 
NON-EC  EUROPE  3  1  1  4  8  14  22  27  12  4  1  3  100 
OUTSIDE  EUROPE  7  2  9  9  6  7  18  14  9  6  7  6  100 ~ 
STAR.TIRG  TDIKS  OP  OTIIBR · HOLIDAYS 
QUESTION:  In which  month  did your other holiday start? 
·KORTH:  J  p  M  A  K  J  JY  A  s  0  R  .  D.  TOTAL 
BY  RATIORALITY 
BELGIQUE  (1) 
DANMARK  4  10  6  12  7  3  9  12  10  15  3  9  100 
DEUTSCHLAND  5  9  14  10  7  5  4  6  12  16  2  10  100 
ELLAS  (1) · 
ESPANA  (1) 
FRANCE  1  16  6  18  7  6  8  14  6  3  3  12  100 
IRELAND  (1) 
ITALIA  5  3  4  10  4  12  13  21  14  1  2  11  100 
LUXEMBOURG  ( 1) 
NEDERLAND  2  11  6  11  10  6  15  9  11  11  2  6  100 
PORTUGAL  (1) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  1  2  5  13  12  9  9  13  15  9  5  7  100 
(1)  Insufficient  numbers  of  people  taking more  than one  holiday for a 
significant  breakdown. 
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3 •  TYPES  OF  ACCOHHODATIOtl  FOR  IIADI  .ARD  OTBEB.  HOLIDAYS 
The  pattern of  accommodation  used  does  not  vary appreciably  between  main 
holidays  and  other holidays.  It is worth noting,  however,  that,  in the  "other 
holiday"  category,  the  largest group is made  up by  those who  stayed with 
relations  or friends. 
Breakdown  by nationality 
For  the  French,  Spanish and  Portuguese,  the  most  common  holiday accommodation 
option is staying with  relations  or friends,  going  back  to their original 
family  roots. 
Luxembourg  and  Germany  show  the  largest  percentages  of  holidaymakers  staying 
at hotels. 
Renting  a  flat  or house  for  the  holiday period is the  accommodation  solution 
adopted  by  between  15%  and  20%  of Europeans  of all nationalities, with  the 
exception  of  the Greeks  (only  2%). 
Staying at  the  family's  own  second  home  is largely confined  to the Greeks,  the 
Spanish,  the  Dutch,  the  Italians  and  Danes. 
The  numbers  taking camping  or caravaning holidays  vary widely  from  one 
nationality to another.  For  the  Dutch,  it is  the  most  widely adopted  formula 
(31%).  Then  come  the  French,  the  British,  the Portuguese,  the Danes  and  the 
Belgians. 37 
Breakdown  by  type of holiday location 
With  holidays  spent  by  the  seaside and  especially at mountain  resorts,  staying 
at  an hotel  (or boarding  house  or motel)  is the  most  widely  adopted  solution, 
but  still accounts  for  less than half  the  total number  of  holidaymakers,  given 
the  competition  from  camping  or caravaning  (especially at  the  seaside)  and 
renting. 
In  the  case  of  holidays  taken elsewhere,  staying with friends  or relations  is 
by  far  the  most  common  arrangement,  while  only  about  a  fifth of  holidaymakers 
stay at hotels. 
Breakdown  by  destination 
The  further  away  the  holiday,  the  greater the  percentage  of  holidaymakers 
staying at hotels.  Barely  a  quarter of  those  taking holidays  in  their  own 
countries  stayed at hotels,  compared  with  over half  of  those holidaying  in 
other Community  countries  or outside Europe. 
The  figures  on  which  the  above  comments  are  based are  given in the  table  on 
page  38. 38 
ACCOMMODATION  ARJlAl(GEHDTS 
QUESTION:  .What  sort  of  accommodation  did  you  stay in? 
(a)  Hotel/boarding  house/motel 
(b)  Rented  villa/bungalow/chalet  etc. 
(c)  Own  weekend  home  or holiday cottage etc. 
(d)  Staying with  relations  or friends 
(e)  Stayed  as  paying  guest  in private house 
(f)  Camping/caravaning 
(g)  Holiday  village 
(h)  Youth  hostel,  boat/cruise,  other 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)  (g)  (h)  TOTAl 
BELGIQUE  30  21  2  16  3  17  5  4  (1) 
DANMARK  26  10  10  23  1  18  1  11  (1) 
DEUTSCHLAND  43  17  5  12  10  10  1  3  (1) 
ELLAS  38  2  15  19  22  8  1  (1) 
ESPANA  21  13  14  32  5  13  2  4  (1) 
FRANCE  19  17  7  33  2  22  4  2  (1) 
IRELAND  33  18  3  30  6  9  1  3  (1) 
ITALIA  33  17  11  21  7  12  1  2  (1) 
LUXEMBOURG  53  20  7  9  10  2  4  (1) 
NEDERLAND  30  16  12  8  1  31  6  (1) 
PORTUGAL  13  16  9  42  5  19  3  (1) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  36  19  2  19  1  19  2  5  (1) 
EC  12  32  17  7  21  5  16  2  4  (1) 
BY  TYPE  OP 
LOCATION 
SEASIDE  23  20  7  15  4  21  3  3  (1) 
MOUNTAINS  41  18  6  15  6  14  2  5  (1) 
OTHER  22  9  8  42  6  9  1  3  (1) 
BY  DBSTDIATIOH 
OWN  COUNTRY  23  17  9  26  5  16  2  3  (1) 
OTHER  EC  COUNTRY  44  18  5  11  4  18  1  4  (1) 
NON-EC  EUROPE  54  15  3  8  6  11  3  5  (1) 
OUTSIDE  EUROPE  55  6  26  6  8  5  9  (1) 
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to more  than  100. ·-
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4.  METHODS  OF  TRANSPORT  FOR  MAIN  AND  OTHEil  HOLIDAYS 
Most  Europeans  of all nationalities  (two-thirds  overall)  go  on  holiday  by  car. 
The  car is  very much  a  part  of  the  stereotype,  whether for main  holidays or 
others. 
Breakdown  b7  nationality 
The  numbers  travelling to their holiday  destinations  by  air are still small 
(13%  on  average),  and  vary  widely  from  one  nationality  to another.  Not 
surprisingly,  this mode  of  transport  is used  most  extensively  by  the  island 
nations:  the  British and  above  all the  Irish;  it is used  only  exceptionally 
by  the  'French,  Italians,  Spanish  and  Portuguese. 
Breakdown  b7  destination 
This  is  of  course  the  main  factor  influencing the  mode  of  transport used. 
Only  when  the  destination is outside Europe  does  travel by  air predominate 
(86%),  but  even  here  many  holidaymakers  use  a  car  on  arrival. 
Coaches  are  used  as  much  as  trains  for  journeys to foreign countries. 40 
MBTBODS  OP  TRAifSPORT 
QUESTION:  What  methods  of  transport  did  you  use? 
(a)  Car 
(b)  Train 
(c)  Plane 
(d)  Boat 
(e)  Bicycle/motorbike 
(f)  Coach 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)  TOTAL 
BELGIQUE  77  6  10  1  2  7  (1) 
DANMARK  59  14  18  11  3  4  (1) 
DEUTSCHLAND  61  16  17  3  1  7  (1) 
ELLAS  78  4  13  25  1  (1) 
ESPANA  70  16  5  2  12  (1) 
FRANCE  81  15  6  2  2  7  (1) 
IRELAND  51  11  31  18  1  6  (1) 
ITALIA  73  15  5  5  2  11  (1) 
LUXEMBOURG  62  10  19  4  15  (I) 
NEDERLAND  70  8  14  5  6  I4  (1) 
PORTUGAL  76  17  3  3  1  16  (I) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  59  11  24  8  14  (1) 
EC  12  68  14  13  5  1  10  (1) 
BY  TYPE  OP 
LOCATION 
SEASIDE  69  11  17  6  1  9  (1) 
MOUNTAINS  73  15  9  3  2  12  (1) 
OTHER  65  19  7  4  .2  10  (I) 
BY  DESTINATION 
OWN  COUNTRY  78  14  1  3  1  8  (1) 
OTHER  EC  COUNTRY  52  11  32  8  2  13  (1) 
NON-EC  EUROPE  53  15  29  6  18  (1) 
OUTSIDE  EUROPE  35  19  86  17  15  (1) 
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total  to more  than  100. 41 
5 •  TYPE .  OF  HOLIDAY  LOCATIOR 
Main  holidays and  other holidays 
At  least half  the  holidaymakers  of  most  nationalities  take  their main  holidays 
by  the  sea.  The  exceptions  are  the  Dutch,  the Danes,  the Germans  and  the 
Irish.  The  Dutch  in particular are  more  or less evenly  divided between  the 
countryside,  the  sea and  the  mountains. 
In  the  case  of  "other holidays",  it is possible  to give  some  information  on 
holiday  locations  for  those  countries where  the  number  of  respondents  taking 
more  than  one  holiday  represents at  least about  20%  of  the  total population. 
Percentage  Breakdown  of  100 "other holidays" . 
taking more 
than  one  Country  Mountains  Town  Sea 
holiday 
France  (27)  29  33  22  28  (1) 
Nederland  (24)  49  26  24  19  (1) 
Danmark  (24)  34  13  36  27  (1) 
United  Kingdom  (21)  38  8  25  36  (1) 
It  alia  (19)  13  33  21  37  (1) 
Deutschland  (17)  30  29  33  15  (1) 
For these  extra holidays,  the  French  and  Italians,  who  have  the  Alps  close at 
hand,  are  most  attracted by  a  stay in  the  mountains.: 
The  table  overleaf,  like the earlier ones,  refers  to main  holidays. 
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to more  than  100. HOLIDAY  LOCATIONS 
QUBSTIOR:  Was  1t .•• 
(a)  in the  countryside 
(b)  in  the  mountains 
(c)  in a  town  or towns 
(d)  by  the  seaside 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  TOTAL 
%  %  %  %  % 
BELGIQUE  25  19  5  55  (1) 
DANMARK  35  14  40  42  (1) 
DEUTSCHLAND  34  30  15  44  (l) 
ELLAS  8  11  20  70  (1) 
ESPANA  27  19  27  53  (1) 
FRANCE  29  27  18  51  (1) 
IRELAND  27  8  .37  46  (1) 
ITALIA  11  24  19  58  (1) 
LUXEMBOURG  19  29  17  62  (l) 
NEDERLAND  39  32  21  36  (1) 
PORTUGAL  29  8  24  62  (1) 
UNITED  KINGDOM  29  13  19  58  (l) 
EC  12  25  23  19  52  (1) 
(1)  The  totals  reading across  the  lines  come  to more  than  100,  since  some 
holidaymakers  stayed at more  than  one  type  of  location. 
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6.  DESTINATION 
A third  of all Europeans  spend  their main  holidays abroad,  but  of  course  the 
proportion varies  considerably  from  one  country  to another. 
Holidays  abroad 
43 
Out  of  100  Out  of  100 
. main  ·other 
holidays  holidays 
Luxembourg  94  * 
Dutch  64  51 
German  60  46 
Belgian  56  * 
Irish  51  * 
Danish  44  48 
British  35  20 
French  16  17 
Italian  13  9 
Portuguese  8  * 
Spanish  8  * 
Greek  7  * 
BC  12  32  25 
The  great majority  of  those  taking holidays abroad  go  to other Community 
countries.  Nevertheless,  appreciable  numbers  of  people  from  Germany,  Denmark, 
The  Netherlands  and  Luxembourg  visit European countries  outside  the  Community 
(Scandinavian countries,  Switzerland,  Austria,  East Europe).  Travel outside 
Europe  is exceptional  (3%  Of  holiday  trips on  average). 
*The  proportions  of  people  of  these  nationalities  taking more  than  one  holiday 
are  too  small  for  a  significant  figure  to be  quoted. 44 
HOLIDAYS  ABROAD 
QUBSTIOR:  Where  did you  go?. 
In your  country 
(a)  In another country  in the  EEC 
(b)  Somewhere  else  in Europe  (Switzerland,  Austria,  Scandinavia,  Russia etc.) 
(c)  Outside Europe  (America,  Asia,  Africa etc.) 
TOTAL  ABROAD  BREAKDOWN  OF  DESTINATIONS  ABROAD 
--··""-···· ··-···  -T·  (a)  (b)  (c)  TOTAL 
BELGIQUE  56  47  6  3  (1) 
DANMARK  44  25  20  3  (1) 
DEUTSCHLAND  60  34  24  3  (1) 
ELLAS  7  4  3  2  (1) 
ESPANA  8  7  1  1  (1) 
FRANCE  16  11  2  4  (1) 
IRELAND  51  38  8  5  (1) 
ITALIA  13  8  5  1  (1) 
LUXEMBOURG  94  69  18  9  (1) 
NEDERLAND·  64  46  17  3  (1) 
PORTUGAL  8  7  1  1  (1) 
UNITED  .KINGDOM  35  21  10  5  (1) 
BC  12  32  20  10  3  (1) 
(1)  With  some  holidaymakers  visiting Community  countries  and  other countries 
as well,  the  total is slightly above  the  figure  in  the  first  coluinn. 45 
7 •  USE  OF  TRAVEL  AGEHCIKS,  OTHER  ORGARIZKD  TRIPS 
The  extent  to  which  the  services  of  travel agencies  are used  varies  extremely 
widely  from  country  to country.  They  are used most  extensively  in Ireland, 
Luxembourg,  the United Kingdom,  The  Netherlands,  Germany  and  Denmark,  and 
these  are  the  countries  where  the  largest  proportions  of  the  population take 
their holidays  abroad. 
For  holiday  travel,  agencies  are called upon  to arrange  a  package  more  often 
than  a  reservation alone. 
A package  or  organized  trip is the  solution chosen  by  large  numbers  of  those 
going  abroad,  but  only  exceptionally  by  those  travelling to destinations 
within  their  own  country. 
For every  100  holidaymakers 
whose  main  holiday  was  ••• 
in  their  own  country 
in  another Community  country 
elsewhere  in  Europe 
outside  Europe 
Average  for main holidays 
Average  for  other holidays 
A package  tour or organized 
trip was  taken  by  •/. 
3 
32 
30 
40 
13 
9 46 
USE  OF  AGENCIES  OR  O'l'BER  TRAVEL  ORGANIZERS 
QUESTION:  How  did you  book  this holiday? 
(a)  Through  a  travel agency  as  a  package  tour or organized trip 
(b)  Through  a  travel agency  for  travel arrangements  only 
(c)  Through  a  club or association you  belong  to 
(d)  By  yourself  or  by  the  family  without  using  a  travel agency 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  NOT  STATED  TOTAL 
BELGIQUE  9  8  4  76  3  100 
DANMARK  16  8  5  59  12  100 
DEUTSCHLAND  21  4  3  62  10  100 
ELLAS  3  1  3  93  100 
ESPANA  5  2  1  91  1  100 
FRANCE  5  2  6  87  100 
IRELAND  22  15  3  58  2  100 
ITALIA  5  2  5  88  100 
LUXEMBOURG  26  8  6  60  100 
NEDERLAND  19  9  4  67  1  100 
PORTUGAL  1  2  4  93  100 
UNITED  KINGDOM  22  7  5  63  3  100 
EC  12  13  4  4  75  4  100 Let  us  now  consider  the  general configuration of  package  tours  or organized 
trips  (1). 
Breakdown  per 100  package  tours  or organized trips 
Destination 
Own  country 
Other  EC  country 
Non-EC  Europe 
Outside Europe 
Month  of departure 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Duration 
4  to  9  days 
10  to  19  days 
20  to  29  days 
30  days  or more 
18 
51 
24 
9 
(2) 
1 
2 
2 
4 
12 
15 
20 
19 
13 
7 
3 
2 
100 
25 
53 
18 
4 
100 
Holiday location 
Countryside 
Mountains 
Town 
Seaside 
Method  of transport 
Car 
Train 
Plane 
Boat 
Other  (coach) 
Acc01a0dation 
Hotel 
Rented  flat or house 
Paying  guest 
Holiday village 
Other 
13 
19 
21 
65 
(2) 
26 
13 
55 
7 
22 
(2) 
77 
14 
8 
3 
2 
(2) 
(1)  This  analysis is based  on  846  individuals  who  went  on  a  package  tour or 
organized  trip for  their main  holiday  in 1985. 
(2)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to more  than 100. 
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8.  SATISFACTION  RATINGS 
The  overall picture is one  of  a  very high  degree  of  satisfaction.  On  a  scale 
of  1  to  10  (10  being  "completely pleased"),  respondents  gave  an  average  rating 
of  8.17  for  their main  holidays  in  1985  and,  if they  had  been away  more  than 
once,  of  8.28  for  their other holidays.  Very  few  gave  ratings  of  less than  5 
(no more  than  4%  of  respondents overall). 
Question:  "If you  had  to give  a  rating  from  1  to  10  to indicate  how  pleased 
you  were  with  this holiday,  what  number  would  you  say?" 
50%-
47 
40% 
36 
30%-
20%-
11 
10%-
I  I 
1  or 2  3  or 4  5  or 6  7  or 8  9  or 10  Rating  out  of  10 Although  these  ratings were  uniformly high,  they  varied appreciably  from  one 
nationality to anothe·r. 
Above  the average 
Danish 
Luxembourg 
German 
Belgian 
Near  the average  (8.17) 
Greek 
French 
Irish 
Spanish 
British 
Below the average 
Italian 
Dutch 
Portuguese 
Ratings of main  holidays 
8.64 
8.52 
8.42 
8.41 
8.20 
8.17 
8.15 
8.14 
8.13 
7.96 
7.94 
7.52 
These  differences  are  sizeable enough  for it to  be  worth  looking at  the 
pattern of  ratings within  the  average  for each  country.  We  find  that: 
1)  low  ratings  (1  to 4)  are exceptional with all nationalities; 
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2)  there  are  on  the  other hand  appreciable  differences at  the  upper 
end  of  the  scale:  while  6  out  of  10  Danes  and Germans  gave  their holidays 
very  high  ratings  (9  or 10),  only  3  out  of  10 of  the Dutch  and Portuguese 
respondents  did so.  Hence  the  differences  found  in the  averages. 
A  breakdown  of  the  ratings given  by  the  vario\ls nationalities is  shown  on  page 
so. AVBRAGB  COURTRY 
8.41  BELGIQUE 
8.64.  DANMARK 
8.42  DEUTSCHLAND 
8.20  ELLAS 
8.14  ESPANA 
8.17  FRANCE 
8.15  IRELAND 
7.96  IT ALIA 
8.52  LUXEMBOURG 
7.94  NEDERLAND 
7.52  rJRTUGAL 
8.13  UNITED  KI NGOM 
8.17  CE  12 
RATIHGS  GIVKif  TO  lfAIIi  HOLIDAYS 
BIUWCDOWN  BY  COOif'lB.Y 
1  TO  4  5  TO  6  7  TO  8  9  TO  10  TOTAL 
s 
4. 1  7.8  30.0  58.1  100 
3.8  7.6  27.6  61.0  100 
6.5  6.6  26.4  60.5  100 
3.4  11.2  37.4  48.0  100 
3.2  13. 1  37.2  46.5  100 
2.4  13.4  39.5  44.7  100 
5. 1  9.2  38.6  47.1  100 
5.5  13.7  39.3  41.5  100 
3.5  6.9  32.9  56.7  100 
1.8  10. 1  57.0  31.1  100 
6.2  26.1  32.3  35.4  100 
4.3  11.1  36.7  47.9  to'o 
4.4  11.2  36.2  48.2  100 
50 • 
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The  Dutch  are  a  particularly interesting case.  In percentage  terms,  more  of 
them  take holidays  away  from  home  than  any  other Community  nationality,  and 
yet,  although  not  dissatisfied with  their holidays  (only  a  tiny minority  gave 
very  low ratings),  they  gave  only moderately high  ratings.  It is possible 
that  quite  a  number  of  them would  be  interested in holiday  formulas  different 
from  those  currently  on  offer. 
A  sociodemographic  breakdown of  the  replies  reveals  a  number  of  groups giving 
the{r  1985 holidays  above-average  ratings: 
Women  were  more  satisfied with their holidays  than men,  giving slightly 
higher  ratings.  The  difference is not  great,  but  the  pattern holds  in  10  out 
of  the  12  Member  States,  the  only exceptions  being  Belgium  and  Portugal. 
Doubtless  women  appreciate  being  relieved of  some  of  their housekeeping 
duties. 
Respondents  in  the  upper  age  group  (55+)  gave  the highest  ratings overall, 
while  those  aged  25  to 39  (most  likely to have  been accompanied  by  young 
children)  gave  the  lowest.  " 
Respondents  from  low-income  families  (fourth quartile)  tended  to give 
slightly higher ratings than the  average  for  their nationality.  This  was 
found. in all countries  except  Italy and Greece. 
The  average  ratings. given  by  each  sociodemographic  group  are  shown  in  the 
table  on  page  54 • Let  us  now  see  how  satisfaction ratings  varied  according  to the holiday 
characteris~ics about  which  questions  were  asked  in the  survey,  i.e.  the 
length  of  t~e holiday,  the  number  of  people  going away  together,  the  time  of 
year,  the  type  of  accommodation,. the  type  of  location etc. 
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The  first  comment  to  be  made  in  the  light  of  the  findings  is  that  no 
particular  ~ype of  holiday gets  a  bad  rating.  Nearly all the  ratings are 
between 8  and  9  out  of  10,  but  the  variations are nevertheless  indicative of 
interesting nuances. 
Starting time:  The  lowest  ratings were  given  by  those who  had  gone  away 
in August  (8  .• 03)  or July  (8.05),  the  peak holiday months. 
Size of party:  The  highest  ratings were  given  by  respondents  who  had  · 
been  on  holi~ay with  one  other person  (8.38). 
Destination:  Respondents  who  had  been  to remote  places,  outside Europe, 
were  most  pl~ased with their holidays  (8.70). 
Type  of location:  Those  who  had  been  on  holiday at  the  seaside,  the 
largest  group,  gave  the  lowest  overall rating  (8.00)~ while  those  who  had  been 
to mountain·locations  gave  the  highest  (8.44). 
!ype  of accommodation:  The  ratings  were  lowest  among  those  who  had  spent 
their holidays at  their own  second  homes  (7 .97)  and  highest  among  those  who 
had  been at hotels  (8.43). 
Booking  arrangements:  Of  all the  respondents,  those  whose  booking 
arrangements  had  been made  through  a  club or association of  which  they were 
members  gave  the  highest  ratings  (8.72  if their holiday had  been  in their own 
country,  9.07  if it had  been  abroad).  This  most  remarkable  success is 
doubtless  attributable  in part  to a  feeling  of  belonging  and  bonds  of 
friendship  among  people  going  away  together in  a  group. -53-
In  r:~eneral,  persons  who  have  gone  on  a  package  tour  or 
an  organized  trip,  are  slightly  more  satisfied  (8.28)  than 
the  average  of  holidaymakers  (8.17).  However,  one  should 
keep  in  mind  that  the  majority  of  the  package  tours  or  orga-
nized  trips  consist  of  holinays  abroad.  One  should  therefo-
re  analyse  further  and  compare  the  level  of  satisfaction  of 
those  who  h-1vc  gone  abroad,  depending  on  whether  they  have 
organized  their  trip  themselves  or  whether  they  have  gone  on 
a  package  tour  or  organized  trip. 
Satisfaction  ratinq 
For  those  who  have  gone  abroad  •.• 
by  self ........................  . 
by  package  tour/organized  trip  ••. 
(Average  for  all  those  who  have  gone 
abroad)  ...•.•••••.••••••••...•........ 
8.54 
8.24 
(8.41) 
Those  who  have  gone  abroad  having  organized  the  trip 
themselves  are  slightly  more  satisfied.  One  would  however 
want  to  know  how  to  compare  the  expenses  of  one  from  the 
other;  this  first  European  survey  has  not  touched  upon  this 
point  which  would  merit  further  study. 
The  average  satisfaction  ratings  given  for  each  type  of 
holidays  are  shown  in  the  table  on  page  54. SATISFACTION  RATINGS  (MAIN  HOLIDAYS) 
OVERALL  AVERAGE:  8.11 
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BY  TYPE  OF  HOLIDAYMA.KER  BY  'rYPE  O.r  HOLIDAY 
BY  SEX 
Male 
Female 
BY  AGE 
2G-24 
25-39 
4G-54 
55+ 
BY  FAHILY  DJCOME 
High  R + + 
R + 
R-
Low  R  - -
BY  NtlmmR  OF  PEOPLE 
HOLID~~ING TOGETHER 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6+ 
8.12 
8.21+ 
8.03 
7.91-
8.18 
8.59+ 
8.16 
8.06 
8.05 
8.40+ 
8.15 
8.38·1-
7.97 
8.0"7 
7.98 
8.16 
BY  TIMING  OP  MAIN  HOLIDAY 
Jan/Feb 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Ju1.y 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
8.34 
8.52 
8.45 
8.42 
8.33 
8.05-
8.03-
8.23 
8.66 
8.45 
8.64 
BY  TYPE  OF  HOLIDAY  LOCATION 
Countryside 
Mountei.ins 
Town 
Seaside 
BY  DESTINATION 
Own  country 
Other  EC  countries 
Non-EC  Europe 
Outside  Europe 
BY  TYPE  OF  ACCOMMODATION 
Hotel 
Rented  flat  or house 
Second  home 
With  friends  or 
relations 
Camping/car.a•1aning 
8.28 
8.44+ 
8.32 
a.oo-
8.06 
8.33 
8.48 
8.70+ 
8.40 
7.97 
7.87-
8.08 
7.93 
Package/organized  trip  8.28 
Through  club or 
association  8.86 
By  self or family  8.13 55 
9.  TBB  HOLIDAYKAKING  PA'l'TBD  ACCORDING  m  SOCIG-OCCUPATIOBAL  STATUS 
Before  examining  whether  the  pattern of  holidaymaking  varies  from  one 
socio-occupational  group  to  another,  and  if so  how,  it is as  well  to reflect  a 
moment  on  the  relative size of  these  various groups  and  the  proportion of  the 
total number  of  European  h~lid~ymakers accounted for by  each. 
As  seen  on  page  18,  the  proportion of  the  members  of  a  group  taking holidays 
away  from  home  ranges  from  85%  in the  families  of  senior managers  to only  25% 
in  the  families  of  farmers. 
It is  also necessary  to  take  the  sizes  of  the  various groups  into account: 
for  instance,  27%  of  Europeans  belong  to  family  groups  in which  the  head  of 
household is a  manual  worker,. whereas  the  corresponding figure  for  senior 
managers  and members  of  the  professions is only 8%. 
The  graph  on  the  next  page  illustrates these  two  variables:  the  percentage  of 
the  total population  represented by  each  group  on  the Y-axis,  and  the 
percentage  of  each  group  taking holidays  away  from  home  on  the  X-axis. 
The  breakdown  by  socio-occupational  group  of  the  Europeans  who  spent  a  holiday 
away  from  home  lasting at  least  four  days  in 1985  is as  follows: 
The  following  numbers  belong  to  a  group 
in  which  the  head  of  household is 
Top  manager 
Member  of  a  profession 
Clerical worker 
Small  businessman 
Manual  worker 
Retired 
Other non-employed 
· Farmer 
Of  100 adult 
holidaymakers 
;;. 
8) 
4(12 
25 
10 
25 
19 
7 
2 
100  about 
Estimated 
totals 
16,800,000 
35,000,000 
14,000,000 
35,000,000 
26,000,000 
9,800,000 
2,800,000 
140,000,000 
It has  not  been  possible  to  include  farmers  in the  analyses  or1:  the  following 
pages,  because  there were  too  few  in  the.  sample  of  people  taking holidays  away 
from  home •. SOCIO-OCCUPATIONAL  GROUPS  ACCORDING  TO  WHAT  PROPORTION 
WENT  .A\>TAY  ON  HOLIDAY  IN  1985,  AND  AS  % OF  THE  TOTAL  POPULATION 
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Group  as  % 
of  population 
Professions, 
top  management 
Clerical workers 
Small  traders 
Manual  workers 
Ret ired  people 
Other  non-employed 
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8% 
20% 
10% 
27% 
22% 
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F•.1t  lttstance:  o1:  the  families  of  clerical workers,  who 
Gc::c:ount  for'  20%  of  the  total population, 
71.%  took  holid::tys  away  from  home. 
Farmers, 
fishermen  4% 57 
Let  us  now  consider how  the  holi.days  of  people  from  these  socio-occupational 
groups  compare.  For  each of  these  groups,  the  survey  provides details of  the 
timing  of  holidays,  their duration,  the  destination,  the  type  of  location, 
methods  of  transport  used,  accommodation  arrangements,  booking  arrangements 
made,  and  respondents'  ratings  of  how  satisfactory their holidays were. 
Whereas  significant  variations  from  one  group  to another might  have  been 
expected,  the  most  striking thing  about  the  answers  is their great  similarity. 
There  are  of  course differences,  but  they  are much  less significant  than 
anticipated. 
In  other words,  it is mainly  in  the  relative numbers  of  those  going  away  on 
holiday  and  those  staying at  home  that  socio-occupational groups differ from 
one  another.  Among  those  going  away,  belonging  to  one  or other group is  not  a 
very  influential factor  in  the  pattern of holidaymaking  reflected by  the 
survey  findings.  The. tables  giving details are  on  pages  62  to  65. 
The  professions and  senior managers 
As  seen  above,  this  is  the  group with  the  highest  percentage  of  people who 
take holidays  away  ·from  home;  they  also go  away  most .often.  Main  holidays 
are heavily concentrated  on  July  and  August;  they  are  longer  than  in other 
groups  (lasting  over  20  days  in  41%  of cases).  Slightly more  are  taken in 
foreign  countries,  mainly  other Community  countries;  the  proportion  of 
holidays outside  Europe  is no  higher than  the  overall average  (3%). 
Holidaymakers  in  this  group  are  slightly more  mo·bile  than  the  average;  6  out 
of  10. spend  at  least  part  of  their holidays at  the  seaside,  this being  the 
highest  figure  recorded.  In  common  with everyone else,  their main  mode  of 
transport  is  by  car;  only  15%  go  by  air.  Where  accommodation  is concerned, 
they  differ most  from  other holidaymakers  in  that  more  of  them  rent  (23%)  or 
stay  as  paying  guests  (14%)  ·than others,  and  very  few  of  them  go  on  camping  or 
caravaning holidays  (3%).  Finally,  they  use  the  services  of  travel agencies 
(for packages  or  bookings)  to  the  same  extent  as  other holidaymakers. 58 
About  half  of  these holidaymakers  belonging  to  the  families  of  members  of  the 
professions  or  senior managers  go  away  more  than once  a  year  on  holidays 
lasting at  least four  days,  and  about  1  in  10  as often as  four  times.  This 
group  differs  from  the  others  in that  February  and  April are more  markedly 
peak  months  for  other holidays,  about  a  third of Which  are winter holidays 
s_pent  at  mountain  resorts. 
Small traders 
The  pattern  of  holidaymaking  in  this group is very  similar to  the  general 
pattern,  except  that  periods  spent  away  from  home  are slightly shorter  (9  days 
or  less  in  three  cases  out  of  ten). 
Among  the  minority  who  go  away  more  than  once,  "other holidays"  are  fairly 
evenly  spread  through  the  year;  fewer  people  in this group  than in others 
holiday at mountain  resorts,  more  at  the  seaside;  more  stay at hotels. 
Clerical workers 
People  in  this group  take  their summer  holidays  predominantly in -!uly  and 
August,  with  an  even split between  the  two  months;  in fact,  holidaying in 
July is more  common  in  this group  than in any  other.  As  far as  other aspects 
are  concerned,  the  pattern is very  close  to the  average. 
Other holidays,  which  are  taken  by  a  fairly high  proportion of  people  in this 
group,  are evenly  spread  through  the year;  it is common  for  them  to  be  spent 
staying with  relations  or friends. 
Manual lrorkers 
A very high  proportion of  people  in  this group  (42%)  take  their main  holidays 
in August.  The  percentage going  abroad  (27%)  is slightly below average. 
Staying  with  family  or  friends  is  a  little more  widespread  than  in other 
groups  (24%),  as  is  camping  or caravaning  (20%).  A very high  proportion  (56%) 
go  to  the  seaside.  About  a  quarter  of  the  people  in this  group  who  take 
holidays  away  from  home  do  so  more  than  once  a  year,  and  they  tend  to  spend 
their other holidays in  the  countryside. 59 
Retired people 
This  group is made  up,  by  definition,  of  people  who  are elderly and  are no 
longer tied by  work-related constraints.  In addition,  incomes  in this group 
are  below  the  average  and,  in three-quarters  of  cases,  households  consist of 
only  one  or  two  people.  For  these  various  reasons,  one  might  expect. to find  a 
pattern of  holidaymaking  specific to this group,  but  in many  respects,  as  we 
shall see,  such  an  assumption  is not  borne  out  by  the  facts. 
As  indicated  above,  the  overall proportion of  retired people  in Europe  taking 
holidays away  from  home  is  lower  than among  the  working  population.  However, 
the  difference  is relatively small.  One  in  two  went  away  on  holiday  for  four 
days  or more  at  least  once  during  1985,  and  the  proportion doing  so  more  than 
once  is within  1%  of  the  figure  for  the  population as  a  whole. 
In  1985 
% who  did not go away  on holiday  • 
of whoa:  - habitually  stay at home 
- others 
Total 
population 
21)44 
23( 
Retired people's 
households 
31)51 
20( 
%who went  away  on holiday:  - once  37)56  31)49  - more  than once  19(  18( 
Thus,  compared  with  the  average  for  the  adult  population  as  a  whole,  the  index 
for  retired people  is 0.88. 
Among  retired people  who  had  not  been  away  on  holiday,  lack of  means  does  not 
appear  to have  been  the  main  reason for staying at home.  Only  1  in 3  gave 
this  reason,  a  rather smaller proportion  than among  the  working  population 
(retired people  36%;  population as  a  whole  44%).  On  the  other hand,  more 
retired people  said that  they  preferred  to  stay at  home  or were  unable  to  go 
away  for  other reasons. 60 
Retired people  therefore  represent  an interesting clientele for the  tourism 
industry.  Moreover,  closer analysis  reveals  that  those  aged between 60  and  70 
go  away  on  holiday more  often  than the  average  for  the  population as  a  whole. 
Z  of aelllbers  of 
re~ired people  • s 
households going 
away  on holiday 
By age 
Under  55  49 
55  to 59  50 
60 to 64  59 
65  to  69  57 
70  to  74  50 
75  to  79  32 
80  and  over  28 
The  smaller proportion of  people  in  the  youngest  age  group  going  away  on 
holiday  shown  in  this table  may  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  some  of  them, 
although retired,  still have  some  occupational activity  and  others still have 
young  dependants,  while· their !ncomes have  fallen.  The  "good  customers"  in 
this group  are  therefore mainly  those  aged  between 60  and  70. 
What  of  the  pattern of  their holidaymaking? 
The  starting dates  of their main  holidays are  spread  rather more  evenly 
through  the  year  than  those  of  holidaymakers  generally,  but  there is still a 
considerable  peak  in July/August  (see graph  overleaf). 
Holidaying  by  the  sea does  not  predominate  to  the  same  extent  among  retired 
people,  but  it is still the  most  popular  option  (39%).  A much  higher 
proportion  of  retired people  stay at hotels  (42%)  than is the  case  in  the 
other socio-occupational groups. 
The  "other holidays"  of  retired people  who  go  away  more  than  once  are evenly 
spread  through  the  year,  with  a  small  peak  in September. Finally,  retired  people  make  as  much  use  as  other holidaymakers  of  the 
services  of  travel agencies,  and  a  higher proportion  (about  16%)  travel by 
coach;  these  two  points apply  to both main  andother holidays. 
RETIRED  PEOPLE'S  STARTING  DATES 
COMPARED  WITH  THOSE  OF  HOLIDAYMAKERS  AS  A WHOLE 
(MAIN  HOLIDAYS) 
61 
ALL  HOLIDAYMAKERS 
lu  RETIRED  PEOPLE 
~ 
I 
L 
.;  ;:  ,,  A  ·i  ,JI  A  s  0  i•  u 62 
DESCRIPTION. OF  MADl  BOLmAYS •  BY  SOCitHX:CUPATIONAL  GROUP 
PROFESSIONS.  SIIALL  RETIRED  OTIIB1l  ALL 
'l'OPifARAGBllS  TBADEBS  CLEJUCAL  JWRJAL  PBOPLB  BOB-EIIPLOYHD  HOLIDAY-
PEOPLE  KAlCBBS 
PERIOD 
January  2  1  1  1  2  1 
February  1  3  2  1  1  1  1 
March  1  2  2  2  3  1  2 
April  2  .3  2  3  5  5  3 
May  4  4  4  3  10  7  5 
June  9  10  8  9  15  13  11 
July  32  24  34  29  19  29  28 
August  36  36  33  42  25  24  34 
September  8  7  8  6  14  10  9 
October  3  4  3  2  4  3  3 
November  2  3  1  1  1  1 
December  2  2  2  2  2  4  2 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
DURATION 
4  to  9  days  18  29  20  28  27  29  24 
10  to 19  days  41  41  43  42  42  41  43 
20  to  29  days  22)41  17)27  23)37  18)39  14)31  21)30  19)33 
30 days  or  more  19(  10(  14(  12(  17(  9(  14( 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
DESTINATION 
Own  country  60  70  65  73  70  55  67 
Other  EC  countries  27  17  22  17  18  26  20 
Non-EC  Europe  10  8  10  8  10  18  10 
Outside  Europe  3  6  3  2  2  1  3 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
MOBILITY 
Same  place  69  69  72  78  72  72  73 
Several  places  31  29  27  22  26  27  26 
Not  stated  2  1  2  1  1 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
LOCATION 
Countryside  24  21  23  24  29  31  25 
Mountains  25  25  22  19  25  24  23 
Town  16  24  18  16  21  22  19 
Seaside  61  52  55  56  39  44  52 
(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
------
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total  to more  than  100. 63 
DESCRIPTION  OF  MAIN  HOLIDAYS,  BY  SOCio-ocaJPATIONAL  GROUP  (continued) 
PROFESSIONS,  SHALL  RETIRED  O'l'BEit  ALL 
TOP  MANAGERS  TRADERS  CLBIUCAL  MANUAL  PBOPLB  NOR-BIIPLOYBD  HOLmAY-
PEOPLE  MAUlS 
MEANS  OF  TRANSPORT 
Car  70  70  72  76  57  55  68 
Train  11  11  11  11  20  23  14 
Plane  15  15  10  12  11  13  13 
Boat  6  5  4  4  5  6  5 
Bicycle/motorbike  1  1  2  2  1  1 
Coach  10  7  6  7  16  16  10 
(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
ACCOMMODATION 
Hotel  33  35  30  24  42  32  32 
Renting  23  13  19  18  12  11  17 
Second  home  8  8  8  6  7  7  .7 
Relations/friends  5  18  19  24  23  24  21 
Paying  guest  14  7  5  4  5  4  5 
Camping/caravaning  3  16  18.  20  7  18  16 
Other  4  5  6  7  4  10  4 
(1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1)  (1) 
BOOKING  ARRANGEMENTS 
Agency  (package/ 
organized  trip)  14  14  12  11  15  13  13 
Agency  (for travel only)  5  5  5  4  3  3  4 
Club  or association  4  2  3  4  7  6  4 
By  self  75  76  78  78  71  71  75 
Not  stated  2  3  2  3  4  7  4 
100  100  100  100  lOO  100  100 
Average  satisfaction 
rating  8.14  8.16  8.00  8.02  8.53  8.32  8.17 
-·--. 
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to  more  than 100. 64 
DESCRIPTION  OF  OTHER  HOLIDAYS,  BY  SOCI(H)CCUPATIORAL  GROUP 
PROFESSIONS,.  SMALL  RETIRED  OTHER  ALL 
'l'OP  lfARAGBRS  TRADERS  CLERICAL  MANUAL  PEOPLE  HOR-BHPLOYBD  HOLIDAY-
PEOPLE  MAKERS 
PERIOD 
January  3  1  4  1  2  3  3 
February  14  6  8  7  3  4  7 
March  5  6  6  11  8  3  7 
April  19  12  15  14  9  8  13 
May  6  7  6  4  10  8  7 
June  5  6  8  8  8  6  7 
July  7  6  7  11  9  11  8 
August  15  11  14  11  12  11  13 
September  8  13  7  9  20  12  11 
October  5  7  6  5  7  14  7 
November  1  5  4  3  3  1  3 
December  11  10  11  12  6  12  10 
Not  stated  l  4  4  4  3  7  4 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
DURATION 
4  to  9  days  67  69  61  68  50  60  62 
10  to  19  days  27  23  29  22  33  27  27 
20  to  29  days  5  5  7  6  13  7  7 
Not  stated  1  3  5  4  4  6  4 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
DESTINATION 
Own  country  74  75  68  81  72  60  72 
Other  EC  countries  12  16  16  8  14  15  13 
Non-EC  Europe  9  6  9  6  8  20  9 
Outside Europe  3  1  3  1  3  2  3 
Not  stated  2  2  4  4  3  3  3 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
MOBILITY 
Same  place  75  78  78  74  72  61  74 
Several  places  23  19  19  22  24  35  22 
Not  stated  2  3  3  4  4  4  4 
100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
LOCATION 
Countryside  26  17  26  33  30  38  28 
Mountains  31  16  27  23  23  14  24 
Town  24  26  24  20  29  32  25 
Seaside  26  40  29  30  26  26  29 
(1)  (1)  (l)  (1)  (l)  (1)  (1) 
----
(1)  Multiple  answers  bring  the  total to .more  than  100. 65 
DESCRIPTION  OP  OTilBit  HOLmAYS,  BY  SOCIQ-OCCUPATIOIIAL  GROUP  (continued) 66 
PAR.T  TRR.BE 
AR  IIIDICATIOH  OF  EUR.OPBARS'  HOLIDAY  PRBFBRBRCBS 
The  findings  reported here are  for  the  adult  European  population  as  a 
whole,· including those  who  do  not· take holidays  away  from  home  as  well  as 
those  who  do. 67 
1.  THE  MOST  ATTRACTIVE  POINTS  Ilf A  HOLIDAY  DBSTIBATIOR 
Question:  '.'Looking  at this  list,  what  are  the  things which  in your  own 
opinion are  the  most  attractive points when  choosing  somewhere  to 
go  on  holiday?"  (The  interviewer showed  the  list) 
'1  ·. 
~ntions in declining order of frequency) 
Seeing marvels  of  nature  (waterfalls,  mountains, 
caves etc.) 
Unspoilt  countryside 
Cost  of  living  not  too high 
Monuments,  museums,  galleries 
Feeling of  being  in  a  really foreign country 
Comfortable  hotels 
Entertainments  (cinema,  dancing,  amusement 
parks etc.) 
Opportunity  to  take  part  in various  sports 
No  reply 
All 12  BC  countries 
56% 
37% 
34% 
28% 
26% 
26% 
23% 
14% 
2% 
(1) 
Interest  was  shown  in  this  question by  all or virtually all the  respondents, 
even  those  who  never  go  away  on  holiday.  We  can now  look  at how  the 
replies  varied  from  one  segment  of  the  population to another.  All the 
figures  on  which  the  following  comments  are  based are given  in  the  two 
tables  on  pages  70  and  71. 
Seeing marvels of nature  (56%  on  aver~) 
Of  all the  points  listed in  the  question,  this  one  was  uniformly  considered 
the  most  attractive.  It was  mentioned  most  often in all countries  (with 
the  sole  exception  of  Ireland),  and  irrespective of  whether  or not 
respondents  went  away  on  holiday,  their age,  their income  level,  their 
socio-occupational  status  or their  level  of  education. 
(1)  The  total is more  than  100  because  respondents were  free  to  pick as 
many  points  from  the  list as  they  chose  (the  average  was  2.4 mentions 
per  respondent). 68 
Why  are  Europeans  so  keenly  interested  in  the  marvels  of  nature?  The 
survey  provides  no  answer,  but  this  is  a  specific  example  of  the  public's 
taste  for the exceptional,  which  is strongly encouraged by  the  media.  It 
is also known  that holidays are widely  discussed in conversations  during 
the  course  of  which  photographs or films  are  shown  to friends,  and  natural 
phenomena  make  excellent pictures. 
Unspoilt  countryside  (37%  on  average) 
Particular  importance  was  attached  to this point  by  the  British,  Germans 
and  people  from  the  Benelux countries,  but it was  mentioned  by  relatively 
few  of  the  Greek,  Spanish  and  Portuguese  respondents.  It .is  mainly  the 
better educated  and  better off,  business executives  and  members  of  the 
professions,  in  other words  the  most  experienced holidaymakers,  who  want  to 
find unspoilt  countryside where  they  go  on holiday. 
Cost  of living not. too high  (34%  on  average) 
This was  by  far  the  most  important  consideration for the  Irish,  and  also  a 
fairly significant  one  fol'  the  Germans.  As  could be  expected,  concern with 
this  point  was  slightly  above  the  average  among  respondents  from  modest 
backgrounds,  but  the  differences  according  to  income  level were  not  as 
great  as  might  have  been anticipated.  In  fact,  whichever  segment  is 
considered,  the  proportion  of  respondents mentioning  the  cost  of  living 
among  the  important  points  in  choosing  where  to  go  on  holiday is generally 
found  to  be  between  25%  and  35%. 
Monuments.  1111seums.  galleries  (28%  on  average) 
Interest  in monuments,  museums  and  galleries was  found  in all groups, 
although  with  low  returns  among  young  people  and  those  who  never  take 
holidays  away  from  home. 69 
Feeling of being in a  really foreign country  (26%  on average) 
The  French ment ioncd  this  point  far more  frequently  than  other 
nationalities,  ranking  it above. all the  others except  the  opportunity  to 
see  marvels  of  nature.  Taking Europe  as  a  whole,  young  people,  those  with 
a  high  level  of  education  and  those  who  took holidays  away  from home  most 
often  showed  much  more  interest  in this  point ·than other people. 
Comfortable hotels  (26%  on average) 
The  British attach  a  great  deal  of  importance  to  comfortable hotel 
accommodation,  as  do  people  in the  upper  age  group  (as  pointed out earlier). 
Entertainments  (23%  on  average) 
The  Irish and  British are much  more  interested  than  the  other nationalities 
in  finding  entertainment  facilities  (e.g.  cinema,  danc.ing,  amusement  parks) 
\ihere  they  go  on  holiday.  Young  people  also attached high  importance  to 
this  point,  which  they  ranked equal first with seeing marvels  of  nature. 
Opportunity to take part in various sports  (14%  on average) 
The  respondents  from  almost all the  countries  attached less  importance  to 
the  opportunity  to  take  part  in  sports  than to any  of  the  other points. 
This  is  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  sports facilities  were  of  interest 
to  only  certain  segments  of  the  population:  the  young,  the  well off, 
senior  managers  and  members  of  the  professions,  those  who  often  took 
holidays  away  from  home. 
All the  figures  are  shown  in  the  tables  on  the  following  two  pages. 70 
111B  MOST  ArrRAC'I'IVE  POIITS  WIN CllOOSING  sdHiwlmB£  1'0  GO  oB  HOLIDAY 
Question:  Looking  at  this list,  what  are  the  things which  in your  opinion 
are  the  most  attractive points when  choosing  somewhere  to go  on 
holiday? 
(a)  Seeing marvels  of  nature 
(b)  Unspoilt  countryside 
(c)  Cost  of  11 ving not  too high 
(d)  Monuments,  museums,  galleries 
(e)  Feeling of  being  in a  really foreign country 
(f)  Comfortable  hotels 
(g)  Entertainments 
(h)  Oppbrtunity  to  take  part  in  various  sports 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)  (g)  (h) 
BELGIQUE  42  43  25  16  30  25  22  14 
DANMARK  62  38  25  21  36  17  9  7 
DEUTSCHLAND  47  43  40  30  23  22  21  14 
ELLAS  39  16  36  25  16  14  25  7 
ESP!WA  52  17  12  28  5  14  19  9 
PRANCE  68  34  35  31  46  20  20  22 
IRELAND  30  28  53  14  23  39  47  15 
.ITALIA- 63  37  38  27  30  24  22  14 
---~t.~~RO 
-':.':· 
67  52  36  35  25  42  15  25  ·:!·· 
NEDERLA.Ni>  66  42  36  25  32  22  17  16 
PORTUGAL  36  17  35  22  ll  11  22  13 
UNITED  KINGOOM  56  51  36  27  21  51  31  12 
--
Ec·U  )(;  ~- :"'  3'i  it  16  26  23  14  .it 
B! IIPDIEilCB 
OP  HOLIDAYS 
REGULARLY  STAY  AT  HeME  47  27  35  22  17  22  15  6 
OTHERS  WHO  STAYED  AT  HeME  54  34  31  29  24  27  25  14 
WENT  A'fiAY  IN  85: 
ONCE  56  40  35  26  27  25  26  15 
TWICE  66  44  39  34  34  31  23  21 
THkEE  TIMES  OR  MORE  70  51  31  38  40  26  21  22 
_·.·:  :' ..  {. ·-
. 
THE  HOST  ATTRACTIVE  POINTS  WHEN  CHOOSDlG  SOIIJOOIERE  '1'0  GO  ON  HOLIDAY 
(con~inued). 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)  (g) 
EC  12  56  37  34  28  26  26  23 
BY  SEX 
MALE  54  38  33  25  26  24  23 
FEMALE  57  36  35  30  26  28  23 
BY  AGB 
15-24  48  31  29  21  32  20  48 
25-39  59  40  34  27  32  23  25 
:,O·Slf.  59  38  37  30  24  26  14 
'S+  56  38  34  30  18  33  10 
BY  FAMILY 
INCOME 
HIGH  R + +  62  44  30  32  32  25  22 
R +  62  42  30  30  29  29  24 
R - 54  35  39  25  26  26  23 
LOW  R- - 53  30  37.  27  22  24  18 
BY  OCCUPATIONOF 
HEAD  OF  HOUSEHOLD 
TOP  MA..~AGEMENT  63  51  26  34  42  29  24 
PROFESSIONAL  67  48  25  38  35  27  19 
CLERICAL  60  41  35  29  33  24  24 
SMALL  BUSINESS  50  36  29  25  26  25  26 
MANUAL  54  34  37  22  25  23  29 
RETIRED  57  36  34  32  20  31  11 
OTHER  NON-EMPLOYED  52  38  35  28  20  29  24 
FARMING  52  21  29  23  20  18  22 
BY  LEVEL  OF 
EDUCATION. 
LOW  53  31  35  26  18  27  18 
AVERAGE  57  41  34  26  32  26  30 
HIGH  63  47  28  37  34  22  19 
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(h) 
14 
18 
11 
30 
18 
10 
3 
19 
14 
12 
8 
25 
23 
19 
19 
15 
4 
11 
11 
9 
19 
20 72 
2.  INTEREST  IN  HOLIDAY  LITERATURE 
Clearly,  holiday  literature meets with considerable  interest  among  the 
public;  for  some  people  it provides  a  decision-making  tool,  fo.r  others  an 
escape  into  a  fantasy world. 
Question:  "Whether you  went  away  or not  in  1985,  did  you  ever during  that 
year  ••• 
EC  12 
••• call in at  a  travel agent  to  pick  up 
pamphlets  and  catalogues  of  possible  --r 
ho 11 days  "'  I  e  •  I  I  "  •  •  I  ~  I  •  •  ... I  I  10  I  ·•  I  •  I  I  I  I  I  I  •  •  I  I  ..  I  I  e  •  I  I  I  •  I  21  ! 
·write  to  ask  for· bruchures  and 
prospectuses  of  holidays ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  9 
43%* 
look  through  a  holiday catalogue 
which  you  happened  to  see ••••••.•.••••.•.••.•.•.••••  29 
57 
•••  None  of  these  things. , , •••••••••••••.•••••••••.•.••• 
100 
*Some  respondents  did  more  than  one  of  these  thi.ngs;  altogether  43%  difl  at 
least  orie. 
Holiday  brochures  and  catalogues appear  to  be  d.istributed  very widely.  Not 
to pick  up  such· li  terat.ure,  but  even  larger numbers  look  through  catalogues 
when  they  come  across  tf1em.  Thi.s  indi.eates  a  very  hlgh  level  of  interest. 
However,  the  pattern varies  widely  from  one  segment  of  the  population  to 
another  and  f>.:om  country to c.ountry. 
The  tendency  to  take  the  1nitiativE: and  call in  on  ag<~ncies for  licera~ure 
is strongest  in  the  United  Kingdom,  Germany,  The  Netherlands  and  Luxembourg. 
The  same  appltes  to  writing  off  for.  brochures  and  prospectuses.  As  well  as 
these  countries,  there are  others  where  catalogues  are distributed widely, 
•1though· it ls  much  rarer  for  members  of  the  publf.c  to  take  the  initiative 
of  seek1ng  them:  France  and  Italy. "'· 
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In fact,  the  level of  interest  in holiday literature is closely correlated 
with  the  average  proportion  of  the  population taking holidays away  from 
home  per  coun~ry,  and  even  more  closely with  the  proportion  taking holidays 
abroad.  But  this is  not  to  say  that  those who  do  not  go  away  on  holiday 
are  not  interested  in  such  literature at all.  While  those who  habitually 
stay at  home  do  not  often come  into contact with these  catalogues  and 
brochures,  the  level of  interest is higher  among  those  who  occasionally 
stay at home  and  rises steadily  in  line with  the  number  of  holf.day  trips 
taken during  the year.  Among  those  who  went  away  twice  or more  often 
during  1985,  two  out  of  three had  looked  through holiday literature.  A 
breakdown  of  the  figures  is given  overleaf. 74 
Ilt'rBRBST  Ilf HOLIDAY  LITIRATUU 
Queatioa:  'Whether  you  went  away  or not  in  1985.  di~ you  ever during  that 
year  ••• 
(a)  . call in at  a  travel agent  to pick  up  pamphlets  and  catalogues  of 
possible holidays? 
(b)  write  to ask  for  brochures  and  prospectuses  of holidays? 
(c)  look  t~rough a. holiday catalogue which  you  happened  tq  see? 
(a) 
BELGIQUE  15 
DANMARK  22 
DEUTSCHl.AND  30 
ELLAS  4 
liSP ANA  8 
..  FRAHCE  12 
IRSLAND.  17 
ITALIA  17 
LUXEMBOURG ..  31 
NEDERLAND  30 
PORTUGAL  5 
UNITED  KINGDOM  36 
EC  12  21 
BY  UPBI.IDCB 
OP  HOLIDAYS·. ·  .. ·  . 
REGULARLY  STAY  AT  H<itE  5 
OTHERS  WHO·  STAYED  AT  HoME  11 
WENT  AWAY  !N  85: 
ONCE 
TWICE 
THRE~ TIMES  OR  KHt~ · 
28 
37 
39 
(b) 
7 
3 
13 
2 
2 
8 
3 
6 
11 
16 
* 
15 
9 
2 
3 
12 
16 
19 
(c) 
22 
21 
37 
12 
11 
37 
19 
33 
30 
37 
9 
29 
29 
11 
29 
32 
43 
54 
TOTAL  WHO  DID 
AT  LEAST  ONE 
OF  THE  THREE 
36 
41 
59 
15 
18 
43 
32 
40 
54 
58 
13 
52 
43 
15 
35 
52 
64 
69 75 
3.  THE  ATTRACTIVENESS  OF  COMMUNITY  COUNTRIES 
As  was  seen  in  the  second  part  of  this  report,  1  in  5  of  the  Europeans  who 
took  holidays  away  from  home  went  to  some  other country  ln the  Community. 
We  were  then concerned  only  with  those whodid go  away,  and  only with  the 
year  1985. · 
Turning  now  to  the  populat.ion  as  a  whole,  let us  look at Europeans' 
experience  of  Member  States  other than their own  and  the  countries  that 
they  would  prefer to visit or revisit. 
Questions:  '"Here  is a  list of  the  11  countries  of  the  European Community 
other than your  own.  Which  of  these  countries have  you  already 
been  to,  whether for holidays or any  other  reason?'" 
'"From  this list could you  tell me  the  three  countries  that  you 
would  like best  to  go  to or go  back  to?'" 
The  first  question  refers  to  the  respondents'  lifetime  cumulative 
experience.  Altogether,  over  two-thirds  of Europeans  have  been  to  at  least 
one  other Member  State,  but  there  is a  very wide  spread,  running  from  90% 
or more  in Belg.iurn,  Demnark,  Germany,  Luxembourg  and  The  Netherlands  to 
below  25%.  in Greece.  The  number  of  countries visited also varies  very 
considerably.  In addition  to nationality,  two  factors  make  for  significant 
variations  in experience  of  foreign countries:  level of  family  income  and, 
above  all,  level of  education.  (See  table  overleaf.) EC  12 
BY  RATIO&AL:lTY 
(Df DBCL:DittiG  oimRR 
or~) 
LUXEMBOURG 
DUTCH 
.BELGIAN 
GERMAN 
DANISH 
FRENCH 
· BRITISH 
·IRISH 
PORTUGUESE 
ITALIAN 
.  ~P~ISH  · 
GREBK 
BY  rmtY IiK:oMB 
HIGH  R + + 
R+ 
R -
LOW  R- ...;- · 
BY  UVBL or · 
EDUCl'riOR 
LOW 
AVERAGE  . 
H!GH 
.  :~ ·--~--~~:.. ..... : .'  ... :.·  ....  ·:  ·  ..  •. 
::  :  .. . 
HAVE  VISiTIID 
AT  LEAST  ONE 
OTHER  cOMMuNITY 
CouNTRY  . 
69% 
99% 
96% 
93% 
91% 
90% 
79% 
75% 
73% 
53% 
46% 
38% 
24% 
79% 
75% 
66% 
56% 
57% 
80% 
85% 
76 
AVERAGE  NUMBER 
. OF  £0UN'TRIES 
VISITED 
3.11 
5.27 
4.52 
3.92 
3.39 
3.54 
2.89 
3.50 
2.18 
1. 75 
2.00 
1.93 
2.56 
3.  71 
3.15 
2.85 
2.60 
2.48 
3.23 
4.18 77 
.overall,  the  Community  countries most  visited by  Europeans  are 'France, 
Spain  and  Italy,  followed  by  Germany,  Belgium  and  The  Netherlands. 
The  second  question was  about  respondents'  wish to visit European  countries 
other than  their  own,  and the  answers  give  an  indication of  the  countries 
perceived as  being  most  attractive.  A maximum  of  three  answers  could be 
given.  Almost  all Europearn' (91%  on  average)  would  like  to visit other 
Community  countries,  and  the  average  response  was  2.6 countries.  Even  in 
those  countries  where  those  who  have  travelled abroad are still in  the 
minority,  interest  in  visiting other countries is very  widespread  (78%  of 
respondents  in Greece,  81%  in Spain,  96%  in Italy). 
The  countries  considered attractive by  the  largest  numbers  of  people  are 
Greece,  Spain,  France  and  Italy,  but all have  their supporters.  We  shall 
return  to  this  in  due  course. 
Countries already visited (1)  Most  attractive countries  (1) 
France  34%  Ellas  36% 
Espana  30%  Espana  30% 
It  alia  28%  France  30% 
Deutschland  23%  It  alia  29% 
Belgique  22%  United Kingdom  23% 
Nederland  20%  Deutschland  18% 
Luxembourg  15%  Nederland  16% 
United  Kingdom  12%  Danmark  16% 
Elias  11%  Portugal  15% 
Danmark  9%  Ireland  11% 
Portugal  7%  Belgique  8% 
Ireland  6%  Luxembourg  7% 
Nont  31%  None  or no  answer  9% 
The  graph  on  page  78  provides  a  comparative  view  of  the  various countries' 
general positions,  in  terms  both  of  the  proportion  of  the  population who 
have  already visited  them  and  of  the  proportion who  would  like  to visit 
them  or go  there  again. 
-------------·----
(1)  Key:  Of  all Europeans  from  other Community  countries,  34%  have  already 
visited France,  and  36%  mention  Greece  among  the  three  countries  they 
would  most  like  to visit or go  back  to. COUNTRIES 
1  POSITIONS 
ACCORDING  TO  THE  PROPORTION  OF  EUROPEANS  WHO  HAVE  ALREADY  VISITED  THEM 
AND  THE  PROPORTION  MENTIONING  THFM  AMONG  THE  THREE  MOST·  ATTRACTIVE 
78 
Countries  mentioned 40%  r-------.--------:--------------~, 
among  the  most 
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Countrie.s 
already 
visited 
Each  country  1 s  position on  the  X-axi.s  is given by  the  prop ott ion  o.f 
Europeans  who.  have  already  visited  i.t,  and  its position on  the  Y-axis  by 
the  proportion of  Europeans  mentioning it among  the  three  countries  that 
they  would  most  like  to  visit or go  back  to. 
For example:  Greece  has  already  been  visited by  11%  and  is classed by  36% 
of  Europeans  as  one  of  the  three most  attractive countries  as 
a  holiday  destination. 
The  Netherlands  has  already been visited  by  20%  and  is 
classed  by  16%  of  Europeans  as  one  of  the  three most 
attractive countries. 
Above  the  diagonal,  the  proportion of  respondents  mentioning a  country  as 
oite  of  the  most  attractive is greater than  the  proportion who  have already 
.  vhtted it•  . 
.  ··· .. • 
Of  course,  the  replies  vary  to  a  very  marked  extent  according  to  the 
nationality  of  respondents.  We  can  now  analyse  them  in  the  light of  this 
variable. 
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The  tables  on  pages  80  and  81  provide  breakdowns  of  the  answers  to the 
questions  on  eountries  already visited and  countries considered attractive. 
They  provide  a  considerable  quantity  of  information,  which  may  be  of 
interest  to  the  reader  from either of  two  viewpoints: 
a  nation  as  a  source  of  tourist custom;  experience  of,  and  interest 
expressed  in,  each  of  the  other countries; 
a  country as  a  tourist destination;  who  from  each  of  the nationalities 
has  already visited this country,  and  who  is attracted by  it. 
In the first table,  the  column  headings  represent  countries previously 
visited,  in  declin.ing  order  of  total mentions  by  all European  respondents, 
reading  left  to  right:  France,  Spain,  Italy etc.  The  lines  across  the 
table  show  the  answers  given  by  the  various nationalities:  Belgians,  Danes 
etc.  (For  instance,  72%  of  the  Belgians  had  previously  been  to France.) 
In the second table,  the  column  headings  represent  countries mentioned  as 
attractive,  in declining order  of  total mentions  by  all European  respondents, 
reading  left  to  right:  the  country  receiving most  mentions  is Greece, 
followed  by  Spain  and  France,  then Italy etc.  The  lines  across  the 
table  show  the  answers  given  by  the  various nationalities:  Belgians,  Danes 
etc. ·  (For  instance;  24%  of  the  Belgian  respondents  included  Greec~:;  in  t.hc..i.t" 
selection of  the-three most  attractive countries.) 
As  this  second  table  shows,  the  order of  preference  varies  according  to  the 
nationality of  the  respondents.  For' instance,  the  Spanish  find Italy more 
attractive  than Greece. 
The  two  tables  are  followed  by  comment  on  the  various  information that  they 
contain. 80 
' 
'  ·.·. 
COIJRTRIES  AT.RR.lny  VISl'mD 
BC  12  Aib  F  E  I  0  B  IL  l  UK  6R  DK  p  IRL 
BY  HAnOR.ALITI 
··EC  ,  34  30  28  23  22  20  IS  12  11  9  7  6 
BELGIAN  72  35  32  61  Ill  65  66  19  8  2  3  3 
· DAN:ISH 
.... -:  34.  39  41  83  21  30  12  29  18  Ill  8  4 
1 
GERMAN  49  39  54  Ill  . 25  47  2T  14  l8  27  4  6 
CREEK  8  3  10  16  5  5  2  8  Ill  2  2 
SPANISH  26  Ill  9  6  5  3  2  5  2  17 
FRBNCH  II  46  40  39  35  13  15  21  8  4  6  3 
IRISH  21  24  11  8  6  5  2  69  7  3  6  Ill 
rtA.ttArf,  32  14  Ill  15  6  5  2  6  8  2  2 
ttJXIMBOittt(f;··· 
92  54  65  90  93  55  Ill  29  17  14  10  6 
Dtrl'CH  59  41  43  81  79  Ill  52  34  13  18  8  5 
PORTIJGUI!:SE  20  50  5  6  4  3  2  3  1  Ill 
BRITISH  52  38  28  30  29  23  10  Ill  16  8  11  18 
·  <  Fo't by,  sE!e  footnote  on  page  77. 
,  __  .·· 
.  ··-~  ..  ··.;. 
·.··  ..  ··  .... 81 
COUNTRIES  MENTIONED  AMONG  '1"HE  THREE.  MOST  ATTRACTIVE 
(in declining order of the overall nuaber of •mtions - EC  12) 
EC  12 AND 
BY  NATIONALITY  6R  E  F  I  UK  D  NL  OK  P  IRL  B  L 
EC  36  30  30  29  23  18  16  16  15  11  8  7 
BE:LGIAN  24  32  32  29  12  18  7  7  10  6  Ill  14 
DANISH  35  26  32  24  28  17  16  Ill  11  9  4  3 
GERMAN  35  44  41  35  16  Ill  20  20  13  10  5  9 
GREEK  Ill  . 22  39  37  24  30  11  8  2  8  2 
SPANISH  30  Ill  27  49  24  22  ·.  20  14  8  8  9  6 
FRENCH  53  28  Ill  42  25  22  14  21  23  20  11  9 
IRISH  22  33  36  27  33  22  7  7  12  Ill  7  5 
ITALIAN  .40  53  46  Ill  46  . 19  20  12  9  6  6  3 
LUXEMBOURG 
42  25  35  32  28  . 13  12  21  25  20  11  Ill 
I  DUTCH  42  22  38  23  31  20  Ill  23  19  12  9  13 
.  . 
PORTUGUESE  22  16  45  31  39  32  20  10  Ill  4  12  7 
BRITISH  31  19  27  28  Ill  24  16  16  23  13  8  4 
For  key •  see  footnote  on  page  77. 82 
The  content  of  the  tables  on  pages  80  and  81  will now  be  summarized  from 
two  angles  in  tur~,  in  the first of  which  the  various nationalities will be 
viewed  as  potential  tourists,  while  in the  second  the  various  countries 
will be  viewed  as  holiday destinations. 
NA'l"IORM.rrtBS  AS  PO'tBRTIAL  'l'OUlllSTS  (listed in declining order of  their 
experience  of  other Community  countries) 
The  people  of Luuabourg have  virtually all (99%)  visited at least  one  of 
the  OttM!r  Community  countries  (5•3 countries visited on average).  The  vast 
majority have  been  to all the . neighbouring countries:  Belgium,  France  and 
Germany•  Over half  have  travelled to Italy,  The  Netherlands,  Spain.  The 
numbers.  to have  visited  the  other countries  are considerably smaller  . 
.  ·  .. Curreht:  travel aspirations are  largely focused  on Greece,  France  and Italy, 
but  there. are also considerable  numbers  who  would like  to  go  to the United. 
Kii\gdom.  Portugal;  Denmark  or Ireland. 
Th~. Date'b  are  the  nationality with  the  second  highest  proportion of  the 
popul~tion to have  travelled  in Europe  (96%,  with an average  of  4.5 
countries  already  visited).  E::i.ght  out  of  ten have  been  to  Germany,  the 
same  is true of  Belgium;  and  the  next  most  popular  country is France, 
followed  by .Luxembourg,  Spain  and  Italy. 
·Greece,  France  and  the United Kingdom  are  the countries  they would most 
· like  to  visit. 
The  lel3laa have  traveil~d a  great  deal  in other Community  countries  (93%, 
. with  ~art  av~rage of 3.  92.  couni:'ries  viSited),  especially the  neighbouring 
countties:  France,  The  Netherlands,  Luxembourg  and  Germany.  One  in  three 
has  been  t~ Italy,  and  a similar proportion to Spain.  The  numbers  who  have 
visited the  other countrles are  much  smaller. 
.  ·•  ~- . 
The. cauntrles 'that  the  Belgians  would  most  like to visit are France,  Spain, 
·.  Italy.  :&nd  .  th~n Greece • 
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The  Genaans:  91%  have  tieen  to  other Community  countries  (3.39  countries  on 
average).  About  half  have.  been  to Italy,  France  and  The  Netherlands,  and 
somewhat  fewer  to Spain.  A higher proportion of  Germans  than  of  any  other 
European nationality have  been  to Denmark  (27%),  and  the  proportion to have 
been to Greece  is among  the highest  {18%). 
The  countries  that Germans  would most  like to visit or go  back  to are 
Spain,  France,  Greece  and  Italy.  On  the  other hand  they  are  currently less 
interested than  any  other Europeans  apart  from  the Belgians  in visiting the 
United Kingdom. 
The  Danish:  90%  have  been  to  other Community  countries  (3.5 countries  on 
average).  Nearly all have  been  to Germany  (83%).  The  numbers  to have 
visited other countrit!s  are  rnuch  smaller:  about  four  in  ten have  been  to 
Italy or Spain,  three  iri  ten  to  France,  The  Netherlands  or  the United 
Kingdom. 
The  countries  that  the  Danes  find most  attractive are Greece  and  France, 
along  with. the  United  Kingdom,  Spain  and  Italy. 
The  French:  79%  have  visited other Community  countries  (2.9 countries  on 
average).  About  four  in  ten have  been  to Spain,  Italy,  Germany,  Belgium. 
The  French  are much  less  familiar with  the  other countries;  only  two  in 
ten have  been  to  the  United Kingdom. 
Greece  i.s  the  country which  attracts by  far  the  largest  proportion of 
French  people  (53%),  although  only  8%  have  so  far  been  there.  Second,  with 
42%,  comes  Italy,  which  is familiar  to  many  French  people  (40%).  It is 
worth  noting  that  French  interest  in Ireland  (20%)  is much  higher than  the 
European  average. 
The  British:  75%  have  been  to  other Community  countries  (3.5 countries  on 
average).  France  is  the  country most  visited,  with Spain  in  second  place, 
and  then Germany,  Italy and  Belgium  roughly  equal third.  Despite  their 
proximity,  Ireland and  The  Netherlands  have  been visited by  only  one  Briton 
in  five. 
The  countries  considered most  attractive are Greece,  then France  and Italy, 
followed  by  Germany  and  Portugal. 84 
The  Irish:  73%  have  visited other Community  countries  (2.2 countries  on 
average).  Almost  all those  who  have  travelled have  been to  the  United 
Kingdom  (69%).  One  in four  has  been  to  France  or Spain.  Few  have  been  to 
other countries. 
The  same  three countries,  France,  Spain  and  the United Kingdom,  are 
considered most  attractive  by  the Irish,  followed  by  Italy,  Greece  and 
Germany. 
We  ca.e aov to the European nationalities vith ~a~ch  ~ss experience of 
foreip travel to date. 
The  Portuaneae:  53%  have  visited other Community  countries  (1.8 countries 
on  average).  Almost  all of  those  who  have  been abroad  (50%  of  the  total) 
have  been  to Spain,  and  20%  have  been  to France.  Very  few  have  been  to 
other countries.  Despite  this relatively  limited experience,  the 
Portuguese  take  an  interest  in other countries,  and  are most  attracted by 
France~  the United Kingdom,  Germany  and Italy. 
The  Italians:  46%  have  been  to other Community  countries  (2  countries  on 
average).  France  is  the  country  visited by  the  largest  proportion, 
followed  by  Germany  and  Spain  some  considerable  distance  behind.  Few 
Italians  have  been  to  the  other countries.  They  are  strongly attracted by 
four countries:  Spain,  France,  the  United Kingdom  and  Greece. 
The  Spanish:  38%  have  visited other Community  countries  (1.9 countries  on 
average).  Most  of  this  travel has  been  to  the  neighbouring countries: 
France  and,  to  a  lesser extent,  Portugal.  It  is worth  noting that  the 
exchange  of  travellers  between Spain  and  Portugal is very  unevenly 
balanced:  50%  of  the  Portuguese  have  been  to Spain,  but  only  17%  of  the 
Spanish  have  visited Portugal.  The  Spanish find Italy by  far  the  most 
attractive country  (49%). 
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The  Greeks:  only  24%  have  been  to other Community  countries  (an average  of 
2.5 countries visited  for  the  small minority  who  have  been  abroad).  At 
16%,  Germany  is  the  only country visited by  more  than 10%  of  the  Greek 
population.  The  countries  that  the  Greeks  find most  attractive are France 
and  Italy,  followed  by  Germany. 
COUNTRIES  AS  HOLIDAY  DBSTINATIONS.  The  information gathered  o~,  the 
various countries  viewed  as  holiday  destinations is summarized  on  the 
following  pages,  in  the  form  of  a  "data sheet"  for  each  country.  The 
countries  appear  in declining order of  the  degree  of  interest  shown  in 
them,  according  to  the  returns  for  the  Community  as  a  whole. . BY  BATl:ONALITY 
GRBBCI  Have 
already 
visited 
French  8 
Dutch  13 
Luxembours  17 
Italian  8 
German·  18 
Danish  18 
British  16 
Spanish  2 
Belgian  8 
Irish  7 
Portuguese  1 
EC  12  11 
(EC  12)  Have 
already 
visited 
Sex 
Male  11 
Female  10 
Age 
15-24  8 
25-39  · ..  14 
·4o-5.4  ..  ·._  .. ,.  11 
55+  9 
Family  illeolie 
High  R i: ·-t:>,:  16 
R .+  12 
R-:- 9 
Low  R -·  .  ..;  7 
EdU~·atlOh; 
.  .  .,~ t"~-
Low  ....  5 
=  13 
+.  23 
··:.·  •.!··· 
·_; .. 
Would 
like  to 
visit 
53 
42 
42 
40 
35 
35 
31 
30 
24 
22 
22 
36 
Would 
like  to 
visit 
33 
39 
46 
44 
33 
24 
44 
41 
34 
28 
28 
33 
46 
86 
GRBBCB 
Although it has  so  far  been  visited by 
few  people  from  the  other Community · 
countries,  Greece  emerges  as  the  country 
found  most  attractive by  Europeans  over-
all and  more  especially by  people  in 
France,  The  Netherlands,  Denmark,  the 
United Kingdom  and  Luxembourg.  Italy 
has  a  higher rating  than Greece with  the 
Spanish,  and  Spain and  France with  the 
Germans. 
If everyone's holiday  dreams  were  to 
come  true,  there would  be  an  upsurge  in 
Greece's  tourist business. 
Of  the  small number  of  people  who  have 
already visited Greece,  over half would 
like  to  go  back;  no  other country 
achieved  such  a  high  "fidelity rating". 
In  terms  of  sociodemographic  profile, 
interest in visiting Greece  is 
particularly strong  among  women,  young 
people  (under 40),  the  better educated 
and  the better off. BY  NATIONALITY 
. -
SPAIN  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  visit 
Italian  14  53 
German  '39  44 
Irish  24  33 
Belgian  35  32 
French  46  28 
Danish  39  26 
Luxembourg  54  25 
Dutch  41  22 
Greek  3  22 
British  38  19 
Portuguese  50  16 
EC  12  30  30 
BY  SOCIODmmGRAPHIC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  32  30 
Female  29  31 
Age 
15-24  28  32 
25-39  36  30 
4(}-54  32  32 
55+  26  28 
Faaily .income 
High  R + +  39  30 
R+  35  34 
R - 27  32 
Low  R- - 20  29 
Education 
Low  - 21  29 
38  34 
+  43  24 
R7 
SPAIN 
Spain has  been visited by  30%  of  the 
European  population,  a  proportion 
exceeded  in the  case  of  France  only. 
Except  among  the Greeks  and  Italians, 
the  proportions  of  respondents who 
had  been  to Spain were  high  in alt 
countries. 
The  same  proportion of  Europeans 
overall  (30%)  included Spain  among 
the  countries  that  they  would most 
like to visit or go  back  to.  The 
keenest  interest in this country was 
found  among  Germans,  many  of  whom 
have  already visited it,  and,  to  an 
even more  marked  degree,  among 
Italians who  want  to  see it for  the 
first  time. 
Two-thirds  of  those  who 
want  to go  to  Spain have  never  been 
there  before. 
Interest  in Spain  is more  or less 
evenly  spread  through all segments. BY  BTIOIIALITY 
PIWICE  Have  Would 
already  like to 
Visited  visit 
Italian  32  46 
Portuguese  20  45 
German  49  41 
Greek  8  39 
Dutch  59  38 
Irish  27  36 
Luxembourg  92  35 
Belgian  72  32 
Danish  34  32 
British  52  27 
Spanish  26  27 
EC  12  34  3·0 
B1  SOClO~IC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  viSit 
Sex 
Male  '38  30 
Female  '31  30 
Age 
15-24  36  34 
25-39  37  21 
4G-54  35  32 
55+  31  29 
Faaily  io.e.Oiie 
High  R ++  44  35 
R +  36  27 
R  - 29  29 
Low  R- ...  24  30 
Educatioa 
Low  - 25  30 
=  40  29 
+  51  33 
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FllA-NCE' 
France  is  the  Community  country  most 
visited  so  far  by  nationals  of  other 
Member  States,  of  whom  an average  of 
'  one  in three has  already been  there. 
In  the  rating of  countries  according 
to their attractiveness,  it comes 
equal  second with Spain behind Greece.  , 
The  Italians,  Portuguese  and  Germans 
are particularly  strongly attracted 
to France.  However,  the  very  lowest 
rating is as  high  as  27%,  something 
which  cannot  be  said of  any  other 
country. 
While  the  more  educated  and  highly 
paid are  very  strongly  represented 
among  those  who  have  already visited 
France,  there  is a  fairly even  spread 
across all segments  of  the  population 
among  those  who  would  like to visit 
or go  back  to this country. 
Of  those  who  have  already  been to 
France,  four  out  of  ten still include 
it among  the  three  countries  that 
they  would  like to visit or go  back 
to. BY  NATIORALITY 
ITALY  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  visit 
Spanish  9  49 
French  40  42 
Greek  10  37 
German  54  35 
Luxembourg  65  32 
Portuguese  5  31 
Belgian  32  29 
British  28  28 
Irish  11  27 
Danish  41  24 
DUtch  43  23 
EC  12  28  29 
BY  SOCIODEKOGRAPHIC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  29  28 
Female  27  30 
Age 
15-24  24  34 
25-39  30  31 
4G-54  29  28 
55+  27  25 
Faaily  income 
High  R +  +  39  29 
R+  30  31 
R - 25  30 
Low  R - - 17  25 
Education 
Low  - 18  25 
34  33 
+  44  34 
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ITALY 
Italy ranks  third among  the  Community 
countries visited by  most  nationals  of 
the  other Member  States,  and  fourth 
among  those  that  they  would  most  like 
to visit or go  back to. 
Among  those  who  have  already  been  to 
Italy,  four  out  of  ten still include 
it among  the  three countries  that  they 
would  like to visit or revisit.  This 
fidelity  rating  is  second only  to 
Greece's. 
The  sociodemographic  breakdown  shows 
that  the  tendency  to  choose  Italy is 
strongest  among  young  people  and  the 
more  highly educated. BY  HATIOHALITY 
UHITBD  iliRGDOlt  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Italian  6  46 
Portuguese  3  39 
Irish  69  33 
Dutch  34  31 
Luxelit,oUt&  29  28 
Danish  29  28 
French  21  25 
Spanish  5  24 
Greek  8  24 
German  14  16 
Belgian  19  12 
EC  12  12  23 
at aoct~c  GttmP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  12  24 
Female  11  21 
Age 
15..;.24  I  12  30 
25-39  15  24 
4Q-54  10  23 
55+  9  16 
ra11y 1ae.-.e 
High  R + +  20  28 
it+  12  22 
R- 8  ~j 
Low  R- - 7  21 
ldueatioo 
Low  - 4  21 
=  14  23 
+  29  27 
90 
UHITBD  ttiiGDOM 
The  proportion of  those  who  have  so  far 
visited the United Kingdom  is less than 
one-third among  people  from  Denmark, 
Luxembourg  and  The  Netherlands ,  and 
barely a  fifth  among  the  Belgians  and 
French;  the  Irish are  the  exceptions 
(almost all of  those  who  have  been 
abroad  have  been  to the  United Kingdom). 
The  United Kingdom  is one  of  the  four 
countries which  many  more  people would 
like to visit  than have  so  far  done  so. 
In particular,  it is considered very 
attractive by  the Italians and 
Portuguese,  although  very  few  of  them 
have  yet  visited it.  In  fact,  in  the 
ranking  of  the  most  attracti.ve countries, 
the United Kingdom  never  comes  first but 
is placed  second  by  the  italians  (after 
Spain),  the  Portuguese  (after France) 
and  the Irish (after France;  and  equal 
with Spain). 
The  sociological  breakdown  shows 
strongest  interest  in  the  United 
Kingdom  among  young  people  (aged  15  to 
24),  the  more  highly educated and  the 
better off. BY  IIATIORALITY 
GERMANY  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Portuguese  6  32 
Greek  16  30 
British  30  24 
French.  39  22 
Irish  8  22 
Spanish  6  22 
Dutch  81  20 
Ita  Han  15  19 
Belgian  61  18 
Danish  83  17 
Luxembourg  90  13 
EC .12  23  18 
BY  SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  28  22 
~'emale  19  13 
Age 
15-24  19  18 
25-39  27  17 
4o-54  24  18 
55+  22  17 
Family  income 
High  R +  +  31.  17 
R+  25  18 
R - 18  'l7 
Low  R  - - 20  20 
Education 
Low  16  19 
26  16 
+  39  17 
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GERMANY 
The  overall proportion of  Federal 
Germany's  immediate  neighbours who  have 
visited  the  country  is very high,  the 
only exception being  the  French. 
The  Portuguese  in particular and  the 
Greeks  show  the  greatest  interest  in 
visi.ting  this country  or going  back 
there. 
.Of  those  who  have  already been  to 
Germany~  only  a  quarter expressed  a 
wish  to return,  a  rather low  figure. 
According  to  the  sociological  breakdown, 
interest  in Germany  is very  evenly 
spread  through all groups,  and it is 
worth  pointing out  that interest is at 
least as  strong  among  people  from  a 
modest  background  as  among  others, 
something which  is quite  rare.  More 
specifically,  of  all occupational 
groups,  farmers ·showed  the  strongest 
interest  in visiting Germany  (26% 
included it in their three countries). BY  NATIONALITY 
NETHERLANDS  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  visit 
German  47  20 
Italian  5  20 
Spanish  3  20 
Portuguese  3  20 
Danish  30  16 
British  23  16 
French  13  14 
Luxembourg  55  12 
Greek  5  11 
Belgian  65  7 
Irish  5  7 
EC  12  20  17 
BY  SOCIODDilGRAPHIC  GIWUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like  to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  22  17 
Female  18  16 
Age 
15-24  14  16 
25-39  22  18 
4D-54  22  16 
55+  20  16 
Faaily  lne<Mie 
High  R + +  25  19 
R +  23  19 
R- 18  15 
Low  R- - 12  13 
Education 
Low  - 15  16 
23  17 
+  28  18 
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lfBTII'&RLAlfDS 
Apart  from  its immediate  neighbours 
(from Belgium,  Germany,  Luxembourg  and, 
.to  a  lesser degree,  Denmark),  few  people 
from  the  Community  have  so far visited 
The  Netherlands  •. 
The  strongest interest in this  country 
was  shown  by  Germans,  Italians, 
Spaniards  and  Portuguese. 
Interest in .visiting The  Netherlands  is 
very  evenly  spread  through all socio-
demographic  groups. BY  SOCIODEHOGRAPHIC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  10  17 
Female  8  15 
Age 
15-24  7  1S 
25-39  9  20 
40-54  11  16 
55+  9  13 
Faaily inco.e 
High  R ++  13  21 
R+  10  17 
R- 9  14 
Low  R- - 5  13 
Education 
Low  - 6  14 
=  11  17 
+  15  22 
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Interest in Denmark  is markedly 
stronger among  the  better off and 
better educated. BY  RAriORALITY 
POitTUCAL  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Luxembourg  10  25 
British  11  23 
French  6  23 
Dutch  8  19 
German  4  13 
Irish  6  12 
Danish  8  11 
Belgian  3  10 
Italian  2  9 
Spanish  17.  8 
Greek  2  2 
EC  12  i  15 
BY  soctonEMDGRAPBic  GIOOP 
(EC  12) 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Age 
15-24 
25-39 
4Q-54 
55+ 
Family  income 
High  R + + 
il+ 
R -
Low  R- -
Education 
Low  -
+ 
Have 
alreitdy 
visited 
8 
6 
4 
9 
7 
6 
io 
6 
s 
4 
4 
8 
12 
Would 
like to 
v:i.eit 
15 
14 
14 
16 
16 
13 
i7 
16 
13 
13 
12 
16 
17 
PORtUGAL 
Portugal is  roughly  equal with Ireland 
as  the  country  so  far  least visited by 
people  from  other Community  countries. 
Even  among  the  Spanish,  only  17%  have 
visited Portugal  (whereas  50%  of  the 
Portuguese have  been to Spain). 
In comparison,  the  proportion of 
Europeans  including Portugal among  the 
three countries  that  they  would  most 
like to visit or  go  back  to is quite 
high.  The·  strongest  inte~est in 
Portugal was  found  in  Lu~embourg,  the 
United Kingdom  and  Ftance. 
The  attraction of Portugal is slightly 
stronger among  the  more  highly educated 
and  those with above-average  incomes. French 
Luxembourg 
British 
Dutch 
German 
Danish 
Spanish 
Belgian 
Italian 
Portuguese 
Greek 
EC  12 
BY  RATIOBALITY 
Have 
already 
visited 
3 
6 
18 
5 
6 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
6 
Would 
like to 
visit 
20 
20 
13 
12 
10 
9 
8 
6 
6 
4 
1 
11 
BY  SOCIODBitOGilAPHIC  GROUP. 
(EC  12) 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Age 
15-24 
25-39 
4o-54 
55+ 
Paaily inca.e 
High  R + + 
R+ 
R-
Low  R- -
Education 
Low  -
+ 
Have 
already 
visited 
7 
5 
4 
7 
6 
5 
8 
6 
5 
4 
4 
7 
9 
Would 
like to 
visit 
12 
10 
13 
13 
10 
7 
14 
12 
11 
7 
7 
13 
19 
95 
IRE LARD 
Of  all Community  countries,  Ireland, 
jointly with Portugal,  has  so  far  been 
visited least by  people  from  other 
Member  States.  Even  among  the  British, 
only  18%  have  been to Ireland. 
For most  Europeans,  therefore,  Ireland 
is a  c-ountry  yet  to be  discovered. 
And  one  in ten of  them,  on  average, 
puts Ireland  among  the  three most 
attractive Community  countries. 
However,  there is a  very  wide  spread 
on  either side  of  this average  figure. 
It seems  that France  currently offers 
the  largest pool  of potential visitors 
to Ireland:  20%  of  the  French 
respondents  included this country 
among  the three that  they would  most 
like to visit,  although  only  3%  had 
been  there. 
The  highest  level of  interest  in 
Ireland was  found  among  people with  a 
high  level of  education. ·· .. 
BY  IIATIOBALin 
BKLGIOII  Have 
already 
visited 
Portuguese  4 
Luxembourg  93 
French  35 
Dutch  79 
Spanish  5 
British  29 
Greek  5 
Irish  6 
Italian  6 
German  25 
Danish  21 
EC  12  22 
j 
r 
Would 
like to 
visit 
12 
11 
11 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
8 
BY  SOCIODBimGRAPBIC  GBOUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  25  8 
Female  19  7 
Aae 
15-24  19  6 
25-39  23  7 
4G-54  23  7 
55+  23  9 
F8Jilily  in.eoae 
High  R +  +  29  6 
R+  25  8 
R- 20  8 
Low  R - - 17  9 
Education 
Low  - 15  9 
=  24  6 
+  J9  7 
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BBLGIUII 
This  country has  been  visited by  the 
great majority  of  its neighbours  in 
Luxembourg  and  The  Netherlands,  but  by 
many  fewer  of  its French  neighbours 
(only  35%  of  the  French  have  been  to 
Belgium,  whereas  72%  of  Belgians have 
visited France).  Among  other Europeans, 
relatively few  have  been  to Belgium; 
the Germans  are  a  particular case  in 
point. 
Few  respondents  included  Belgium  among 
the  countries  that  they would  most  like 
to visit  (8%  on  average,  the  highest 
rating  being  12%  from  the  Portuguese). 
Most  of  those  who  had  already been to 
Belgium were  inclined to  choose  other 
countries,  so  that  the  small minority 
interested in visiting Belgium in 
future had  not  done  so previously. 
These  would  thus  be  first-time visitors. 
Those  who  expressed an interest in 
Belgium  were  evenly  spread  through all 
groups,  although  the  figures  were 
slightly higher among  the  more  elderly 
and  those  from  modest  backgrounds. 97 
BY  RATIOBALITY  LUXBIIBOUB.G 
WXBIOIOURG  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Belgian  66  14 
Dutch  52  13 
German  27  9  Considering the  tiny  size of this 
French  15  9  country,  it is quite  remarkable  that 
Portuguese  2  7 
Spanish  2  6  7%  of other Europeans  included it 
Irish  2  5  among  the  three countries  that  they 
British  10  4  would  most  like to visit or go  back  Danish  12  3 
Italian  2  3  to,  out  of  a  list of  eleven countries 
Greek  2  2  altogether. 
EC  12  15  7 
BY  SOCIODBMDGRAPIIIC  GROUP 
(EC  12)  Have  Would 
already  like to 
visited  visit 
Sex 
Male  17  7 
Female  13  6 
Age 
15-24  13  5 
25-39  15  6 
4G-54  18  8 
55+  14  8 
,.  Paaily income 
High  R +  +  21  4 
R+  18  8 
R- 14  8 
Low  R - - 10  5 
Education 
Low  - 9  7 
=  19  6 
+  25  6 TECHRICAL  AliRE X 
LIST  OF  THE  INSTITUTES  WHICH  CARRIED  OUT  THE  SURVEY 
SAMPLING  METHOD 
THE  QUESTIONNAIRE  USED 
98 B(I.61QU£/8£L61[ 
., 
OAIURI 
OfUTScttUID 
Ell  AS 
ESPAIA 
F  RAICE 
IR(LUD 
l I AliA 
LUX£1f80UA6 
•EO£ALAIO 
·'  . 
PORIU6AL 
fRANCE 
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IISTITUTS  ClfAR6U  DU  SOIOA6E  £T  SP£CUUST£S llSPOISAIL£S.  / 
IISTITUTES  WHICH  CARRIED  OUT  TH£  SURVEY  AID  UP£RTS  II atAR6E  (•) 
DIIIARSO  N.V. 
rue  des  Colonies,  Sit,  B-1000 8ruulln 
,,1.:  02/219.24.08 
GALLUP  IIARIEOSANALYSE  A/S 
Ga ..  •l Yartov  Vej  6,  01-2900  Hellerup 
,,  •• :  01/29.B8.00 
EIINID-INSTITUT  GebH 
Bodelachwin9hstra8e,  23-25a 
0-4800  Bielefeld  I 
,,1.1  0521/260.010 
!CAP .HELLAS  S.A. 
Yea.  Sophlas,  64,  GR-Athinai  615 
T61.:  Dl/7225.651 
Institute de  lnvestigacion  GALLUP 
ciAvala,  6.  6°  D. 
28001  -MADRID- Tel.:  {1)431.07.46 
lNSfllUT  Of  S6NDAGES  LAYIALLE 
6-8,  rued~ 4.Se~te•bre 
F-92130  lssy-les-Moulineaua 
Ul.:  l/4S.5~.97.11 
IRISH  M~RKEIIN' SURVEYS  ltd 
19-20  Upper  Pe•brokt  Street 
lfiL-Dubl in  2 
1~1.:  1/76.11~96 
lSTlTUTO  PERL[  RlCERCHE  STATlSTlCHE  E 
l 1ANAL!Sl  OELL'OPIHIONE  PUBBliCA  (DOXA) 
Ga.lleria  ~en Carlo,  6 
1-20122  Milano 
Ul.: 02/790.871 
lNSllTUT  LUX[M80URGEOIS  DE  RECHERCHES 
SOCIALES  (lLRES) 
6,  rue  d~  ftarchf~au•-Herbes 
GD-Lurnbourg 
Ul.: 0352/47.50.21 
N[DEALANDS  INSTITUUl  VOOR  DE  PUBLJ£KE 
OPIIIIE  (NIPO)  8,V. 
8arentzplein,  7,  Nl-1013  NJ  Aesterdae 
,,1.:  020/24.88.44 
NORMA  - Socledade  de  Estudos  para o 
Oeaenvolviee~to de  E•preaas,  S.A.R~L. 
Avenida  S de  Outubro,  122-8° 
P-1000  Lisboe 
Ul.: 1/76.76.04 
SOCIAL  SURVEYS  (GALLUP  POLL) 
202  Finchley  Road,  UK-LONDON  NV3  6BL 
,,1.:  01/794.04.61 
Coordi~~tion lnternationale 
fAITS  ET  OPINIONS 
25,  rue  ~a111bon 
F-75001  PARIS 
Tel.:  I/42.96.41.65 
Nicole  JAMAR 
Rolf  RAIIDRUP 
!falter  TACKE 
Klaua-Peter  SCHOEPPNER 
Heidrun  BODE 
Anthony  LYKJARDOPOULOS 
T  lleeachoa  018 
Jorge  J.  MIOUEL  CALATAYUD 
Lui'  PAMBLANCO 
Albert  LAVIALH 
florence  fA811[ 
Charles  COYLE 
Ennio  SALAMON 
l.!fonso  del  II£ 
louis  IIEYIS 
Edeit  MEVIS 
/.rnold  ~ElJTtANOl 
Martin  JONKER 
J.A.  VIDAl  de  OLIVEIRA 
Norean  ~EBB 
Aobtrt.tnBAO~ 
HU~ne AIFFAULT 
Jean-Fran~ois TCHERNIA ... 
.. 
.. 
• 
- tOO  -
!CHANTILLOHNAGB  /  SAMPLING 
L'object1f de  la  m~thode d'echantillon-
nage  est de  couvrir  de  fa~on represen-
tative la  totalit~ de  la population 
des  dix pays  de  la Comeunaut6  ig~e de 
15  ana  et plus. 
L'6chantUlon de  chaque  pays est cone-
titue A deux  niveaux: 
1°  Regions  et  locall~es d'enquete 
The  sample  has  been  designed  to  be 
representatj ve  of  the  total  popula-
tion  aged  15  years  and  over  of'  the 
ten countries of the Community. 
In  each  country  a  two  stage sampling 
method  is used: 
1°  Geographical  distribution 
Les  statistiquee de  la Communaute 
p~enne divisent l'espace europeen 
117  regions. 
euro- For statistical purposes  the  European 
en  Community  divides  Europe  into  117 
L'enquete  a  lieu dans  115 regions 
se et Val  d'Aoste  exceptes). 
(Cor-
Cheque  pays  a  constitue eleatoirement 
un  echantillon-martre de  localitee 
d'enquete  de  telle sorte  que  toutes 
les  categories d'habitat soient repre-
sentees  proportionnellement a leurs  po-
pulations  respectives; 
Au  total,  les  interviews  de  l'enquete 
Omnibus  Europeenne  ont  lieu dans  en-
viron  1  150  points  d'enquete. 
2°  Choix  des  personnes  interrogees 
Les  personnes  interrogees  sont  toujours 
di fferen  tes  d ',une  enquete  a.  1. autre. 
L'echantilloo-martre aleatoire evoque 
ci-dessus  indique  le  nombre  de  person-
nee  A interroger a cheque point d'en-
qu~te.  Au  stade suivant,  les personnee 
A interroger sont designees: 
soit par  un  tirage au  sort sur  liste 
dans  les  pays  ou  on  peut avoir  acc~s 
a des  listes exhaustives d'individus 
ou  de  foyers:  Belgique,  Pays-Bas, 
Danemark,  Luxembourg; 
- soit par echantillonnage stratifie 
sur  la base  des  statistiqucs de  re-
censement,  l'~chantillon etant  con-
~trult  ~partir des  critarcs  de  se-
xr.,  age  et  profession:  France,  Ita-
lie,  Royaume-Uni,  Irlande,  Allcmagne; 
- soit par  une  methode  combinant  les 
deux  precedentes  (cheminement syste-
ms ti  que) :  Crece. 
regions. 
survey  takes  place  in 
regions  (Corsica  and 
excluded). 
The 
115  of  these 
Val  0' aoste 
In  each country  a  random  selection of 
sampling  points  is made  in  such  a  way 
that all  types  of area  (urban,  rural, 
etc.)  are  represented  in  proportion 
to  their populations. 
The  interviews  are  distributed  in 
more  or  less  1  150  sampling points. 
2°  Choice  of respondents 
For  each  survey  different  indivi-
duals  are  interviewed  in  the  master 
sample  of  sampling  point  described 
above.  Within  these  sampling  points 
the  individuals  to  be  interviewed  are 
chosen: 
- either  at  random  from .the  popula-
tion  or  electoral  lists  in ·those 
countri cs  where  access  to  sui table 
lists  of  individuals  or  households 
is  possible:  Belgium,  Denmark, 
Netherlands,  Luxembourg; 
or  by ·quota  sampling.  In  these 
cases  the  quotas  are  established 
hy  ~,  x.  ag~  and  occupation  (ln  thf' 
basi:>  of  census  data:  thic  system 
is  tJ~·~d  l n  France,  Ita  1 y,  Un 1 ted-
Kingdom,  Ireland and  Germany; 
- or  by  a  method  combining  the  two 
precedent  ones  ( .. random  route"): 
Greece. • 
t.' 
- 101  -
PLRIOOES  O'ENOUETE  ET  NONBRE  01 INTERVIEWS 
Population  (I)  I 
I  Echantillons/ 
IMilliersl  ' 
I  ' 
I  Sa•ples  (2)  Oates 
I  /Thou- jCE/EC  IOICE/EC  121  (Euro-Barodtre  n•  25)  (Euro-Baro•etre  no  25) 
I  sands  ! 
a  I  7 924  3.64 
OK  I  4  133  1.90  I 
0  I  51  466  23.62  I 
Gil  I  7 715  3.54  I  3.04 
,F  I  42  851  19.67  I  16.87 
IRL  I  2 455  1.13  I  .97 
I  I  41o  438  20.39  I  17 ,,9 
I  300  .14  I  .12 
Ill  I  II  400  5.23  I  4.49 
UK  I  loS  207  I  20. 75  I  17.79 
CE/EC  10  lzt7aegl  100.00 I 85.77 
I za  854  !  II. 36 
p  I  1  314  1  2.88 
CE /EC  12 
11  t&t  rappele  que  les  resultats obtenus  par 
sondage  sont  des  esti•ations  dont  le  de9r6  de 
certitude  et  de  prtcision  depend~  toutes  choses 
egales  d'ailleurs,  d~ no•bre  des  individus  cons-
tituant  l'echantillon.  Avec  des  6chantillons  de 
l'ordre  de  I  000,  on  ad•et  gfneraleaent  qu'une 
differenc•:  inffrieure' ~  cinq  pour  ,cent  entre deux 
pouri:entages  est  au-dessous  du  nheau  ucep.Uible 
de  confiance. 
{I)  15  ans  et plus.  I  15  years  and  over. 
(2)  Moabre  d'interviews.  /  Nu•ber  of  intervit111. 
008  28/III-14/111/1986 
943  20-30/11 I 
987  24/11 I-30/1V 
I  000  21/1II-12/1V 
1 DOl  31/111-25/IV 
1 002  27/Ill-ll/1V 
106  20/llt:..ll/IV 
299  28/III-21/IV 
I  001  26/11 I  -A>/ IV 
I  383  20/I I I -11/IV 
9  832  20/II 1-30/1 V 
I  008  19/III-6/IY 
000  21/III-14/IV 
11  840  19/III-30/IV 
Readers  ara  re•inded  that  saaple  survey  results 
are  utiutions,  the  degree  of  certalnty  and 
precision  of  11hich,  everything  being  kept  e-
qual,  rests  upon  the  nuaber  of  cases.  With 
uaplu  of  about  1 000,  it  is  generally  adait-
ted  that  a  percentage  difference  of  less  than 
five  per  cent  is  belo11  the  acceptable  level. of  · 
confidenu. ) 
- .-1 o.a.  -
QUESTIONNAIRE 
131.  (n  ;-ensdnt  aux  douze  mo1s  de  l'annl!c  196~  (HONTR(R  l[ 
CAI..[JIIJRI[R).  pouvez-vous  me  dire sl  vous  lites  p~rti  une  ou 
plusieurs  fois  en  vacances  pour  quatre  jours ou  dav~ntage 
hors  de  votre domicile,  etA quelles  p~riodcs 1 
(SI  UH  S£JOUR  EST  A  CH(VAl  SUR  O(UX  HOIS,  COCH£R  LE  HOIS 
OU  VEPART.  R(PONSES  MULTIPLES  POSSIBLES) 
~  1 a-1  .•  ~  ~r.iai s  part i  pour  11uatre  jours ou  p·lus  ~n 1965 
r.  Ptrti  cu  Jar~v; er· 
l:.  fhl"i~r 
0.  Hdr£ 
I.  Avril 
? .  Mai 
::.  Jt.in 
~.  Juillet 
~.  r.o,it 
f...  Stlpt~mbre 
Octohre 
1;".  t~ovembrc 
~  ...  IJ~cEmt>rc 
'"J?.  U<Jr.:,  oW  total  l'll  1Ya5,  vous  ~t~S  parti  pour q":otn· 
jo~r~  uu  ddvarJLd91~ 
1 .  ;._,c-:-JfiC:  ( 0 i ~. 
J.  U·.·u.a.  ful!. 
~.  Troi~  ioi~ 
~.  ~..,;atr('  fois  ou  plus 
POUR  C£Ul  QUI  H(  SllHT  I'AS  I'AATIS  QUAIR[  JUURS  OU  PLUS  [H  1965 
PO"..LR  ll3. 134, 13~. 
IH.  r.:.u•  quel~c~  rai~ons n'etcs-vous  pas  pani  ·~·•  191lS? 
~IU:I'(JNSI:S  HUI.T lf'Ll S  POSS I HI.[S I 
;·(;...~  t•·fh!rlt'~  .-~su:r chez  yi)US 
i:'.  \'..u~  ~.',1\ltil  .  .l  Ji,l~  pu  vous  atrst~nlcr  pour  rtli~on  d~  truv11il 
\~··t•~  r:' dvlcz  pel'S  ll!S  r."-l)'ens 
...  ~.ll~~r.  '~>-Cr·ptior,n(1 liL·  (mlluvcnsl!  s.autC.  di~lt.l·n.l~Jl!nltJ-nt, 
ri!iSl>r.~  fllmillale  f:tc ...  ) 
..  C:r&rir.~~f:"  d'.:tf"tiou~  terroristc!.,  ir~s·~curit(· 
C.  :.  ..  :~n: 
1~. ft  ~'clhll(·l~  ~·ri.·(i•t!e-nte.  {19t!4)  ~lit~l-Vt.'L.:S  JMI"ti  f'rl  VclCaiiCl·~. 
~·our  ~u<Jtn•  jc·ur·s  ou  dtlvantagt-'  '? 
lJ'~.  f.t.  Gdns  h  ...  ~  doLtze- mois  qui  \o'ienu~nt,  pcnst.1.A:Mvous  QUI!  vous. 
~~rt  i rH  tn· v•cor.ces  pour  qudtr~  jour~  uu  d~ViiO(ij~o!  '! 
~UUU ClUJ  QUI  tC[  501il  PA~ I'AJC!JS,  PASSI'It  ["$UIIl  A LA  QU.  I~IJ. 
lJJ.·  2'hjnking  .lbuut  JJs( 'Y•!ar,  (from  JarwtJrl}  to  L~t:Cembt!r  1985) 
/SJIOfl  CAJ.liNlJJtJIL  djd you  go  &~way on  a  lwlidfHJ  trip 14stjny .:. 
J,•,Jst  lour  dilyb·  ~n<~OJy  ?  l'f..•rhaps  you  did  thi:;  more  tbttn  once. 
Could  IJOU  plea~·v  tt.'l J  me  the month  or montiJs  you  h'tmt  •wotcJ 
(IT A  IIOLWAY  1'/UI'  STARt'S  It/ ONIJ  IIOII11J  IINIJ  1!11/JS  .rtf JtiiOrJIJ:N-
INI/ICA'l'J{  lf<JNT/1  01:'  UI!I'AR1'11R11,  '1'1/BRJl  CAN  lJI!  IKJIUf  77!AN  IJIO: 
HBSI'ONSii]. 
1'.  Al-'iUJ  ill  ..  t~liJU~'ll"~J 
X.  t"r..'bTUr11''1J 
0.  .Hare/~ 
1.  Apl'i J 
2.  Hdy 
J.  Jo11c 
4.  JuJy 
s.  /,ugust 
6.  SC/Jt(.onllJt,r 
7.  C>-.:toht..·r· 
P.  f/t.'\'• ~milt' r 
9.  IJf.l4.~t~mlJ  ... ·r 
JJ2.  !Jv,  .-,Jrogt•t.J'•'f  4~11:  rni•Jc..·  f1c)w  m.:~ny  J~aJJJ•IIJ  tri;  ~• • ..  _.~c!,  l.~!:dJ·.··.­
/out  J.Jl}!i- •"~I  mc1v  111  1985 .• .. 
J.  UoiJI' 
2.  Om:-
J.  7\..•o 
4.  Tllr~·~· 
s.  l'our  01'  mvrf., 
l'llH  7710511  WUO  IJJJJ  NO'r  c;o  AWAY  UN  Jt  UIJLJOAY  01'  tUI.IN  JJAYS  011  lo.'JJ<II  J' 
l9B5  ASK  lJJ,  JJ./,  IJS 
lJJ  ..  Wluj  tUdtl't  yuu  g•)  .-, ... ,-,.,  in  19H!i  ?  (lfUL.T'lJ'l.H  AI:Slil:~· 1-'(.JSS!UU:) 
J,  l'uu  t·J·r•J•JII"t:d  ro  .•:l,'.i.J  ,,r  ltomc.~ 
..  •  l't.Hl  ~o·c·.n:  roe:>r  ,.,J;J -tt  : ''  ,  _  _.,. r  .-~:..·.1~-i  1 ru-al'  wcM•l  1\ 
J.  You  c:·(•uJ~·/,l 'c  ~~r't'o{·.-!  i 1 
.J.  Srt·ci~tl  r·t·•·~·t!:.';  (~;oJu!  ~:t.·.dr.h,  m~..witJy- h•.•u.-.~.  r'OLN:Jly  n.·oJ!>'-'·~s  t:~.~ 
~j.  h'UI"l','  U!JVtJf  t-dfc.'ly,  ti•IJOJi~ot:S,  Ct..'t 
114 ••  i;,cf  l.lt"  ;;!•'\'JcJu:;  Ft.•;•r,  il'Jl!.J)  •lj,j  y(.l.'  :  ..  ~-,  .1 ..  '·•:-'  •.·:.  hc~J ···~  •• t 
J.·.~~C· t .•  IJCt•  t•.lf  IC•I:/"  J.oy.~·  Or  RJ()J"'"'  Y 
1  r~.·~- ., 
.'.'0 
''·  ·-
J 1.5.  l.!rcl  .ffUrJllj  t/hr  lo'I'XI  I hc•J Vt~  /lfV/Jf.IJ.S  ,  ~~·- Y•).J  :..'.:,,A  !Jt 
t.1ke'  ~  h~:l ;".!.u;  t 1  :·I'  t•l  ,-,r  J~:.1.:1l  fuu:  d;,y:.  'I 
1.  y,_.~ 
}.  h'v 
(1.  ? 
•. • 
:-1crucd1  12  l{;rs  19!J6 
QU(STIOHHAJI!£  £Uit0  25  .  ]  . 
103 
N·.~rcn•,!i  J:•  N;~r~;  l•);,,; 
(JUI:.'i'l'IUUNAIU.K  IWI~O  25  - J  -
A!JX  PERSOHHES  QUI  SOHf  I'NHI[S  AU  1'4.QJIIS  IJHE  FOIS  (If  l91J5  :  f'OII·I'I<OI•J.K  wuu  nXJX  A  IIU~IIJIIY  Tllfl'  Nl"  I.liASr  CINCK  ur t'<)(JII  VAl"-5  WI 
136/  Parlous  1:1ainlcnanl  de  ccs  vac.u1ces  191J~.  (SI  VOUS  El[S  PARTI  HOllE  IN  1985  , 
157.  PLUSI(URS  FOIS,  nous  comnenccrons  p.Jr  vvs  Vdcanccs  principalcs  1.16/  r.ct,- t•lk  ab>Jut  your  1985  lroltd,,y9.  If Y""  "'"nt  •"'•Y  I'>O<c 
et  ensuitC  UO  dC  VQS  aulrf!S  cJ(!plaCefllefllS  d('  Vi\CdllCCS  Qn  )985,  cl  l.'i7.  t/J,m  once  l•'loJ  will  .Wtt'<lrt  tdtJt  !JOUr  m.!lill  !Jolid,ly  .. nJ  tJH~.")  rnOVl 
votrc  ch':lix).  ·  ou  to  one  of your  ot:Jtcr  /JoJjd,ltJ!;,  wldclwvt!T  ono  ~1ou tdsh  to 
mr:11tion. 
Vilcanr.t!S  ilutrcs 
J>rlncfpales  Yd~an~es 
135.  1\  q11elle  peri ode  ~tes·Yous pJrtl?  (II"  tfu  ( 14il 
mi~ sebn  lcs  memes  code  que  Q.  132)  C=:J  [_-_:J 
131/il  Cor:~iJicn  •Jr.  jours  mr  total  1  ...  , , , .• 
i39."  Coml!len  de  pcnunnes etiel  vntrs  pour 
cr:s  HCM•Cr.s,  y  ~omprls  les  enfants  '/ 
l'oO.  Etiez-v•;·Js ...  (tiiJIHI!lH  lll USll  • 
R[PIJNSES  HULTII'LES  I'OSSIUUS) 
Uolt•S  (vtJlre  pays),, ....................  . 
1tan-:.  un  aut.re  pays  de  1  a  ComiJtllldUtC  curo-
pC£:Jtne .•.••.•.• , .•••.••••. ,,., ••.•.•• ,., 
ai !leur·;  Pn  [urope  (Suisse,  Autriche, 
Sontllnavir>,  u.u.s.~  .. , etc: .. ), ........  . 
do,·~  d'Eurup•:  (1\mCriquc.  ,,sic,  ,\rrique, 
etc ... ) ...........  , ....................  . 
i',ll.  (t•:s-vous  re~te  teujours  in~t.allc  .w 
••~me  er,tJrolt  ou  l!lait·cc  un  circuit  1 
~:Call!  CIJtJro\t .• , ••••• , ••••••••••••.•••••• 
Circdt .. , ........•..••.....•.  , .....•.•• 
!·12.  [t~it-ce ...  (RU'OifSCi  H\II.TII'U:$) 
.i  lJ  Coll"[l~gne .•..•. , ...  , ...•........  , ..• 
en  rnunl~qnc •.... , •... , .........  , ....  , . , • 
d,1ns  un•:  {ou  plus leu,..,)  vl lle(s), .•. , •.. 
:tU  b(Jrd  de  lJ  mer .•....•...•.•.•....•.•  , 
l-1J.  Quels  nny"'?nS  de  lr'iUtspor·.ts  t-~ve,Mvou~ 
utilise~  ?  (H[I'ON5£S  HUllli'LlS) 
Vol turc ....  , ... ,, .... ,., ...............  . 
Train .... ,, ...........  , ..  ·  ... , ... ,.,.:,,. 
,\v;on .......................  , ........  ~ .. 
u  .• i ear1 ..........................•..••  : .. 
Bicyc let te  /11,<> to .... , .......  , , , .......  , • , 
Autre .................•................. 
)JI\,  Qu(!)o_;  nKHir.•s  d'hP.hPI'I')C'I!1l~Ol  rl'/{~/-1/UUS 
"lll  i s0s  ?  ( tu:roNSe,  HUl1il'l.tS) 
lt~)t~1.  pt:-n:;ior:,  motel .••...............• 
l.G1:r11. to!•,,,, .. , ...  , 0.,, .•. ,,,., •. , 0.,.,. 
t!C~tdeJiCP.  sccondttire ....  o• •••••••••• •o •• 
lh1~1  de~.  parents  ou  auds ...•............ 
Cirez  I'IIJbit iHlt ......  , .......  , .........  . 
Cdmpi"~·  Cdrd'liutinq ..•......•  , .......••. 
Village  de  v~cance~ ...................  .. 
Auberge  Je  jeuness~ ..............  , .....  . 
Bat eau/croi s i erP., .. ,, .................  . 
,\ut,·e ..........  0  •••••••••••••••••••••  0  •• 
'45.  Ces  vacances  dtaient-elles orgdni· 
sees ... 
pdr  une  agence  de  voyage;  (voyage  a fur·· 
fait,  tour  organ\,c) ...................  . 
p.lr  une  agence  IIC  voyages  (pour  VO$  rc· 
!;.Crvdt 1otiS  seu 1  !:'I;J~rlt) ••••• ,.,, •••. : •• ,., 
par·  une  ,1; soc I at I on  ou  un  groupemen t  dont 
vous  faites  purtie •...•.•...........•..• 
ro~r·  vous  (ou  Ia  famille)  sans  1' intcrmc· 
diaire  d'une  MJCnce •• , 0  ••••••••••••••  '. 0. 
14E.  Sl  vous  de·liez  1aettre unc  •iote  ~c  I 
a 10  pour  exp.-imer  la  satisfdctiori 
que  vous  avez  retiree  de  ccs  vacan-
Cf!f.,  <11Jellc  sct·ait  celt~ note  ? 
(l•liWi) 
c  _r..:..:J  [  ~ J ::~~] 
.  L  _  _l 
I 
2 
3 
•1 
6 
y 
X 
(j 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
I:_ 
( 150) 
c.·~.J 
( 151) 
( 152) 
1  (I SJJ 
?. 
3 
4 
I  ( 154) 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
()55) 
0 
I 
7. 
3 
4 
6 
7 
( 156) 
( 157) 
(?uUR  LA  1101(  10,  (TOUT  II  FAIT  SAT!Sf"AIT),  llllH!t  X) 
lJ6.  It:  st.:lt"b.!tl  in  lihidt  nu;ntlt  ?  (Ciiltt!  :wmo 
cudt!  numl_,,_,,.  :as  (or  (l.  132) 
1J'J.  Uow  m.lii'J  pt!op1f!  Wl.'I"C.tJV''  on  t"ltis  hoJJ'tl!tY. 
{iac1:uliny  t.:IJi1Jl't!11)  i'  .••••.••.•••  -.  : • ••• 
Jolt).  1.'/l,~n~  djtl  you  yv  ;•  (.'J'IIOW  l,l"Sf'  - HIJI,'A'JI'I.I{ 
AN.S'Wio.'llS  l'f.JSSl "'·h'} 
(}IJ  IJol idtll}  ill  {lji)UI'  COillltJ"!}) 
111  .uJotJwr  c:ounrry  itr  !Itt!  t:.t:,c,  .....•...... 
Somt.•~oo•hun.'  td!;c..~  iu.  J·.'uropo  (Sw_itzer.lowd, 
llust.l"i.J,  He.:tntiJ'uo~l'i,,,  Uu:;.r;i~•,  ct.c)  •.••. , •••• 
('ut.sidt!  Hurvpt.•  {tlm•·•  i<:.r,  llsi.r,  11/rit:d,  ate). 
J.JJ.  L11d  you  :;t •l!J  iu  tJtl!!  pLil:'.~  ol'  ditl  !,'Oil  go 
to..l  Sf.'VI~l'il f  J1 l,H.'(:.';  7 
.c;'.lJIIt!  plc1Cn  , • , •.•..•.••••• • • •. • • • • • · • • • • · • • · · 
_SH\'f!lill  fJJ~ICt•S  •••• ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  o, ~.,, •• ,,.,,  •• 
In  Lllt!  CtJIJtlt r·I}Hiti<!  ••••.•.••••••••  , •. ,  • '0 ••••• 
/JJ  the  tl1oJIHJt.,l J ll.'i  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ••• ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,·,,, ,  ,  •  ,  ,  , 
In  "  t:owu  or  (('h'HH  0  ••• ,  ••••••••••••• ,,,  0  •• ,, 
ll!J  t.ll<!  !it:,ts.idt! ....•.••.•••..••••.•••.•••••••. 
l·IJ.  h'Jwt.· ltH!t/IOtl.  vJ"  tl'diiSj•Vl·t  ,/icl  yt">U  \I!W  'I 
(IU11.1'}11/,h'  /I.IISWh'US  l'():::,·riU.HJ· 
C~11· 
'l'rclill  • , •• , , . , , . o.,,,, ••• ,, •• ,,, ••• ,  •• ,  o, o,,, 
P1t1fU!  ••••••••••••••••••••  j  •••••  • ••••••••••••  0 
IIO."ft  •• ,  •  , ••••••••• ,  ,  •  , •• ,  ,  ,  •• ,  ,  •  o  •• ,., •• o,  ,  , 
lli<.'.'IC..')tl/1111."1(.(.1/"lJJ"kt~  •.• 0  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Othr!t  ...  o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
144.  h"llat  .•;ur·t  uf  .H."Ct.•mocl.lt:iott "<iill  '}tJit  st:Lry  in 
( HUJ,1'li'I~H  IIIISWI\11..')'  I'OS.r..'IIJI,H} 
llott..d/bu.Jtt1iuy  liou:.;t:/llh  ... •tcl  .. , ....•  o o o.,.,, •• 
llf!fl r.t.•tl  \'J 11  iJ /IJWI!.Jirl  or.;/cliL~J t! t  utc.  • ••• , ••• , •• 
(.,"-'rJ  .,.,n•Jo.•11d  I11A:1t.~  u1·  lt•J/ iti.IIJ  cc.ott.J!)P.  t!tc ....  . 
.'it.ll}i/l{r  1dth  plt!"t!lll.S  tJr  J"cicru!s  : ..........  · .. 
.'Jtilyt.·d  ,,~  l'•''li"~l  yw!st.  in  priv.1U~ laJusu  •...• 
(',·H.1piii~//C~ll"JV<l!ltli!11)  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  o ,,.  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •.•, 
II<J 1 i •l.ltJ  v j 11 ·'IJ'~  ......................  , .... , . 
y, ... , tl1  llo~; t:u l  •  , ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JJn,lt./crui!->tt  .....•.•....•.••.•.•••••••• , ••... 
(lf.ht.'{"  ·······················••o•: ..........  . 
145.  llo~ cl.id  you  hook  Uris  lwl.irlay  ? 
1'1Jrouyh  a  trc1Vt.d  .:Jijl!lh.:.IJ  tiS  ,,  j..JdCkc191~d  tour 
UC  OJ"'jllll i St~tl  t I' i fJ  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  o  ,  ,  ,  ••• ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  o  •• , 
'l'h1"011U11  •'I  tr·~u·cl  oi'Jf'll•.'I.J  ~111!1  {ol"  fi"<IVt~l  .Jr-
l.dll<jl.'t;,t!llt.c;  •••  ;  ,·, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'J'Jti"OU')/J  11  r:lul•  or  iln.'it1r:i.-.t.ion  you  b1!lc•try  to 
Jly  yoon;elr·o,·  11!1  tl~t.•  ·r.tm.ily  h'itbollt usiny., 
l.l"clVf..'l  cltj~IIC:Ij  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  o o,,,,,, o,,,. 
J4(j,  .l{  ljf.tU  h.td  tt..•  '/.i'/1.: 1  d  r~JlitHJ  (I"Om  J  tu  JQ 
tc•  irtd.ic.ltt:  lwa~·  plc-.tsu.l  you  ~o·err.1  l.'il:h  this 
holid;Jy,  1  bt··illy  l!(lt  ,·tt  .111  pJ,JaSt~J  ii/Jtl  10 
_ht>ill~/  ...  ~v:r.;.JJ~rely  p.ll'iJSt~d.  ,,.IJ,lt  uumbcc 
lo'•Jl!J<f  I}UIJ  .~t."I!J  i' 
HoJl~t  OUwrs 
lw.lidii'.Jll  J.Olid  ..  l'):· 
11  ; : 
c~~J  1····· 
( IJf, 
[~-~~LJ  r::~.J 
( 150  CJ  ,  ... 
( 151 J 
2  .7 
(I~ T) 
J  .J 
y  y  (.155) 
.Y  -~ 
" 
u 
1 
) 
4  4 
; 
(, 
1  ( 156) 
2  2 ~~~ru<:di  12  HJn  1906 
QUESTIOKNA!RE  EURO  25  - 4  -
(II  TOUS)  Votci  une  ltste des  onze  autrcs  pays  de  Ia  Conrnunaute 
~·Jropecnne.  ( HOIHR[R  LA  l/STC,  DAIIS  lA()UHl(  VOUS  AUREZ  SUPPJ!lliEil 
l[  t/OH  0(  VOJRC  PAYS  H  SOli  IMIEJW  IJ[  COO(). 
!'ill.  Cuels  son!  tou~ ccu:<  que  v•JU~  av~z deja  vtsltcs,  quelle que· 
solt  la raison  de  ~ctte v1s1le  7  (fi(J'OIIS[S  HUI.TIPI.ES) 
l-C9.  (t q:;els  sc.,t,  dans  c~tl·~  li·;t~.  lc's  trois  pays  <lllL'  vous 
aimeriez  le  mieux  visite•·  ou  r·evisitcr  7  (tROIS  R[I'ONSES 
S(UlEI'.fNT) 
159  159 
~j3 vlsttes  l'rCfcrcs 
Belgique ........................  . 
O~nemar~ ........................  . 
Deutsch I Mtd ...............•...... 
lll  0;. •.•..••..•..••••  0  ••••••••••• 
(spana ....  , ..........  , ..........  . 
france •...••••..•••••••••  , •••••. , 
I rcland .................•...•.... 
Ita  II~ .....•..  , ... ; .•• , ...•• , , ..• 
lu.<embou rq ...............•....... 
Nederland ...........  , ..........•. 
Portugal •..... ,., ...............  . 
United  l:in~tlo"·· .... , ....•...•... 
y 
X 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
!I 
~ 
(YlUJUll  fXI'IUHER  l[ NOH  U[  CJIAIJU[  1'1\YS  UAIIS  VUlH(  t.J\JIGUJ:). 
y 
X 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
ll 
9 
IW.  ijue  vous  scoycL  part1  ou  non  en  1905,  vous  est-11  Mrivc,  au 
cours  de  I' illlttec •••  (REI'OJIS[S  HIJI.TII'lES  l'tlSSIIIl[S) 
I,  Ue  passer  dans  une  u~cncc de  voyu')~S  pour  rccucilltr de 
l.1  doco;;ncntalion  ou  des  Cillalugucs  de  voyages  possibles 
2.  O'ecrtn  ..  pour  demand!i1·  des  b•·ochures,  dcfl,ilants,  prospectus 
o~  reu!lll'tr~r  un  catalo~uc de  voy.19es  qut  vous  est  tomoe 
S.fJtr'S  1,~  mt1 In 
t;,  nlen  de  tout  ce Ia 
:61.  O,~r~s  Ia  list.c  sulvante  (HOIIfR(I!  lflllSTE),  <1ucls  sont  lcs 
clt'm•!"ts  <lttl,  d  vos  y~u~  pcr~ormenement,  sont  lcs  plus 
<1tl lr,1111.s  flOUr  llll  lieu  Oil  une  r·~g1on de  YilCiiiiC<!S  7  (ll[I'ONS£5 
MIJI.T J Pl[  S). 
I.  lJ  po~sihl11te  d~  pr,1!.1qucr  un  ott  pluslcu.-s  sports 
2.  De-~  hO~els confort.ubles 
'!.  Un  <tbp?:J~,Cm('rlt  cornplct 
·1.  Un  r.oi•t  d,,  Ia  vic  p~s  tror clevc 
'·  ·  De~  pdysa<Jes  Intact• 
f,,  IJcs  dist.-,Jcti•Jns  (cincm.~.  tlanclng,  p.1r~ d'att•·actlons) 
1.  lles  cur·iosili:s  naturclles  ~  visiter  (cascade~.  1110rtl~gtr<!S, 
gr~tt~s,  etc.) 
!l.  t:cs  nronurnents  ou  d~s nn1secs 
(J.  1\utre  clwse 
-----~ 
104  -
.~f,.'l«."t'f:·di  J ;•  H.o:·:;  J 'l;iu 
()Ur!STIOHNIITI/11  b'UIIO · 2S  - 4  -
ro Ar.L.  tlt!TU  is  .:.1  J.ist:  of  tJu.~  .:oluvun  countries of tilt!  t:unJp<~dll 
COIIIJioutd t.l}  othcc  ChoW  your  OWII  (Slf(M  1  •  .(:,7,  l.h'AVI.'  UU1'  )'OUll  (.'OU~'1'1H' 
ANI>  l'fS  C:OPf:  Nf/1/Jif,'/1), 
1~8.  h'llit:/1  Of  t/Ju.t;t'  VUllllll·j(~:;  /J.I~'e  yOU  •llra,'ld')  br~CII  to,  h'/lf'(/iet" 
lor  ltolltlJ'}::J  or  ;,my  otiJur  ct.•.t.'Son  (HUI.'J'II"I.X  ARSJrlllll1.1). 
159.  I rom  I:JJis  lisL  couJcl  you  ttdJ  mc.•  tltt!  tltrt~t=  L'OUnt.r.ir~s  u,.H  Y•  ... 
L<ould  liAe bmit  t.o  go  to or  go  bnc·k  to  (!'1/Jlh'l!  AA'!JII/1/I:J  01\'L l'). 
lJ~lylum 
Dt•um,ll'k 
Gr!rm,tiJ!I 
Gl'€!t!c:t·!  ,  ,  ,  , •• ,  •• , ••• ,  , •• ,  ,  • 
,O,'p.lill  ••••••••••••••••••••• 
fl'clll~t!  •••••••••••••••••••• 
Il·c,.l,tncl  , • , , , . , • , , .•• , , •• , , 
1 t ,l] ill  •••••••..••.• ' •••.•• 
/.ttKr~"~lJt)UTY  , •• ,  ,  ,  , .• ,  • ·  •  ·  • • 
~~~~tltP-rl;:wds  •.•...•.••••.•• 
t'(Jrtuq.tl  ........••...•..•• 
lhti  t.~~~  Kil;'].lum  .. , •.•..•.•. 
158 
y 
.Y 
0 
I 
1. 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
~ 
LJ.It:o 
151J 
tl•e 
X 
0 
1 
2 
7 
p 
160.  h'het.lwr  you  h't'flt.  ,twdy  or  nof:  in  19175,  dirl  y•m  r:ver  durjll:! 
t/J.H.  IJ<Mr  • • .  (NII/,1'IN.Ji  ANlilih'//S  I'OSSIBI.Ji}. 
OOL 
1.  c~1 11  in .lt  d  U•n·e.i  c.ryt~ut  to  pi..:k  II{'  prt~nt,fll t! ts  i.Jitrl  c.1 Lll•ly;..  t:o~ 
of J'U5Bi1Jlu  lud itlt1y!' 
4.  llontJ  ol thasc  thittys, 
lGl.  Lo•  ....  'c.iny  .tt  tlli."i  list  (!ilfOH  J,J:.,'T] 1  a.·l!dt  oru  the  Chlugs  1.,•h:::!t 
in  your  c•w11  upiuim:  .=ne  l"llfl  most:  ttt.tr~ctjvc {JIJiJir:t  wh']n 
t:JtQr.J!Jing  :if'Jillt."•."llf!(f.•  tc•  go  1.10  lwllfl.r~J  7  (KUt.1'JI~t.U  /tll!itliEP!:). 
I.  Opport.uuj ty  tu  U1k(~  t•dt'l..  .tn  \.'dT iow~ .-.port!i. 
•  •  t_'t •!i!J'Pt't:•ttJ l L.'  /tc~·(L'} S 
J.  1-'fJ:Ii"u'J  ot"  ht~Uty /u"  n .  .:.dliJ  /'ondt/11  c:auJJtnJ 
·I.  O.•s t  r~f  1 i ~- i U!/  not.  f.  ('•·-'  l1 i ~fh 
''·  f:nt:urL1i1111u:JHS  (cinmrw,  cl,Jnt·iny,  .tniiiSt'llu!JJt:  Jl·li·J;s,  t.t"tt..) 
7.  Sl:t.'iii'J  marvt'l~ uf :ltltun.•  (J-.',Horf.-tl.l,  mount~1.it,~,  ._-(·cveu  r:'tr;,J 
8.  /ot(.•IUun,!tlt:S,  uw::.:.:tuns.  ~:••l1··ri~o•:; 
Y.  r•t lh~t·  l.lu'11;;~ 
---·-·1 
'  .. •  -' 
• 
EURO  26  CI\RD  3  - Plecv..e.  u~e cuiwmM  ~60, 361,362  •.. 3'80  16 
60.  Me  you: 
61.  llow  old were  you  when 
you  finished your  full-
time  educ,,t ion? 
62/  If  there wer·e  a  General 
63.  Election  tomorrow  (Say 
if contact  under  18: 
and  you  had  a  vote), 
which  party would  you 
support_? 
1  Single 
Z  Harrie•l 
J  living as  m~rried 
4  Divorced 
5  Separated 
6  Widowed 
Up  to  14  years 
Z  15  years 
3  16 
4  17 
5  18 
6  19 
7  20 
B  21 
9  22  years  or older 
X  Still  studying 
SEE 
LOCAL 
CODES 
j64/o5  BL/\NK 
i 
I 
I 
l 
66.  Sex: 
67.  Can  you  tell  me  your 
date of  birth  please? 
{Write in date of birth 
MID  age.) 
1  Han 
2  Woman 
Oorn: 
Age:_~-------
69.  How  many  persons  live  your  home,  including your-
self,  ~11  adults  and  children? 
write  j 11  number:  ________ _ 
70.  How  many  children  living  at home: 
(a)  between  8  and  157 
(b)  under  8  year~ 
72.  We  would  like  to  analyse  the  survey  results 
according  to  the  income  o(  persons  interviewed. 
sl>o,.·  l11CC>.'1f:  cAlli>:·  Here  is  a  scale  of  incomes 
~·;.;<I-·we-~iourd'T1Ie  to  know  in  what  group  your 
f~mily is,  counting  all  wages,  salaries, 
pensionsand  any  other  income  that  comes  in. 
Just . gi v~ me  the  ntimber  of  the  group  your 
househoid  falls  into  before  tax  and  other 
deductions. 
2  J  5  6  B  9  X  v 
r--· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  hereby attest  that  this is a  true  record of an 
intr.I·~•iew,  nude  strjctly jn  .iJCCordancc  with  your 
requirements,  with  a  person  ~ho is  d  stran9cr  to 
me.  Tl1is  form  was  completed. entirely at  tl>c  time 
of  int(!rvicw. 
Signed:·---------------------
Date: 
This  form  is  the  property of:· 
@  Soci"  .I  '"  rvey~  IGIII.Lt!P  rou.)  r.J m.it erl 
--------------------- --------~-~----------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
~~-1-~  _!?_m_E.!_Ol:_l:.'l: 
Fanners.  fishermen  (skippers) 
Professional- J,,wyers,  accountants.  etc. 
Business- owners  of ·shops_.  craftsmen, 
proprietors  · 
[mp 1  ~ed: 
N.1nua 1  worker 
White  collilr  -
E  xccut i ve,  top 
office workr.r 
management,  di rcc tor 
llo t  cmp 1  oyed: 
7  Retired--
a  Housewife,  not  otherwise  employed 
9  Student, military  service 
0  Unemp 1  oyed 
74.  If self-.emplo~cd or  employed:  Others  qo  to  Q.  75 
How  many  people  are  working  where  you  work  .....  ? 
(Organisation,  company,  shop,  factory,  etc.) 
1 
• 2 
Less  than  5 
5  - 49 
3 
4 
50  - 499 
500  and  over 
75.  Are  you  the  head  of  the  household? 
1  Yes  - go  to  o.  78 
2  No  - a!'k  o.  76 
76.  Occupation  of  head  of  household: (Write in ,1.'JD  code) 
-~------------------------------------------~----
Self employed: 
1  Farme-;:5,'-fishermen  (skippers) 
2  Professional -lawyers,  accountants,  etc. 
3  Business- owners  of shops,  craftsr.1en, 
propt·i r. tors 
Emp Joyed: 
4  Man~orkcr 
5  White  collar- office worker 
6  Executive,  top  management,  director 
Not  employed: 
7  Retired 
B  Housewife,  not  otherwise  employed 
9  Student,  military  service 
0  Unemployed 
77.  Size  of _)ocality 
l.ocill  codes 
/8.  Would  you  soy  you  live  in  a:  (llrarl  nut.) 
1  Rur.11  ore<1  or  village 
2  Sma 1l  'l r  mi rld I c  5 i ze  town 
3  [I i g  town 
79/  Regions 
80.  -
Loca 1  codes 
Name  and  arldress  of  contact  - please  PRIHT 
Nr/ 
Mrs/  ----------------------------------------·- Miss: 
Address: ______________________________________ _ 
-----------------------------------------------